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The problem of designing scheduling algorithm for multi-channel (e.g.,
OFDM-based) wireless downlink networks is considered, where the system has
a large bandwidth and proportionally large number of users to serve. For this
system, while the classical MaxWeight algorithm is known to be throughput-
optimal, its buffer-overflow performance is very poor (formally, it is shown
that it has zero rate function in our setting). To address this, a class of
algorithms called iHLQF (iterated Heaviest matching with Longest Queues
First) is proposed. The algorithms in this class are shown to be throughput-
optimal for a general class of arrival/channel processes, and also rate-function
optimal (i.e., exponentially small buffer overflow probability) for certain ar-
rival/channel processes, where the channel-rates are 0 or 1 packets per times-
lot. iHLQF however has higher computational complexity than MaxWeight
(n4 vs. n2 computations per timeslot respectively). To overcome this issue, a
vii
new algorithm called SSG (Server-Side Greedy) is proposed. It is shown that
SSG is throughput-optimal, results in a much better per-user buffer overflow
performance than the MaxWeight algorithm (positive rate function for certain
arrival/channel processes), and has a computational complexity (n2) that is
comparable to the MaxWeight algorithm. Thus, it provides a nice trade-off
between buffer-overflow performance and computational complexity.
For multi-rate channel processes, where the channels can serve multiple
packets per timeslot, new Markov chain-based coupling arguments are used to
derive rate-function positivity results for the SSG algorithm. Finally, an al-
gorithm called DMEQ is proposed and shown to be rate-function optimal for
certain multi-rate channel scenarios, whose definition characterizes the suffi-
cient conditions for rate-function optimality in this regime. These results are
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The last decade has seen an explosion in the types and capabilities of
wireless devices deployed all over the world. The demand for the quantity and
quality of data transfer via these devices is ever-growing. It is therefore impor-
tant to understand the fundamental limits on the performance of such wireless
systems, and design efficient algorithms and techniques to deliver performance
close to the limits.
The traditional approach to the problem of communication over a multi-
node network focuses on throughput optimality. Starting with the seminal
paper by Tassiulas and Ephremides [30], a number of researchers have con-
tributed to the development of throughput-optimal algorithms in a variety of
network models (summarized in Section 1.3). While this work is very impor-
tant, it largely ignores one important performance metric: delay. Especially
for voice traffic or video traffic or online gaming, per-user delay is the deter-
mining factor for the quality of service. The reason behind this is that while
an occasional packet-error or packet-drop is acceptable for real-time traffic,
delayed packet delivery is not. It is a goal of this dissertation to design and
analyze delay-optimal scheduling algorithms for wireless downlink networks
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(see Section 2.1 for more details on the system model).
A significant majority of the present body of work in delay-optimal
scheduling (see Section 1.3) falls into two major categories: analysis of average
delay or analysis of the tail probabilities of delay, when the queues are long.
Some of the techniques used for analyzing these regimes include sample-path
large deviations, variational methods, and the bounds on average delay using
Lyapunov functions. These results and techniques are instructive for building
intuition to design algorithms with good delay performance. Nevertheless,
the results are valid in the regime where the queues are large. Therefore,
these tools are not directly useful for designing scheduling algorithms for the
small-delay regime.
We propose a new framework for analyzing the small delay regime in
an appropriate large deviations setting. One of the main differences between
this and the previous approaches is that we do not scale time or buffer-size
for obtaining delay bounds, but consider the case when the number of users
and the available bandwidth is large. Such a setting is expected to be typical
in emerging 4G networks. In this setting, we propose to develop scheduling
algorithms and develop novel delay analysis techniques based on combinatorial
arguments along with large deviations theory.
1.1 Motivation
We consider a single-hop wireless downlink network where the base-
station has data to transmit to several mobile users. We are motivated by the
2
anticipated deployment of 4G systems such as WiMax [11] and LTE [1]. These
future systems supporting several tens of users at each base-station employ
an OFDM1 based slotted-time air-interface at the base-station. The OFDM
air-interface partitions the wireless bandwidth available at the base-station
into several hundreds of parallel channels, each of which can be allocated
to a (possibly different) user in each time-slot (typically, of the order a few
milliseconds). A given band may be allocated to only one user, but a user
















Figure 1.1: System Model - First Glance
To put this section in context, we briefly describe the system model.
For more details, please see Section 2.1. Consider a discrete time queuing
system with n queues and n servers as shown in Figure 2.1. This system
1Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
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model can be used to study an OFDM downlink (such as WiMax) where each
channel (sub-band), consisting of a fixed number of sub-carriers, is a server
in Figure 1.1. There are a fixed number of mobile users, each represented by
a queue that corresponds to the backlogged data at the base-station that is
destined to the corresponding mobile user. The scheduler operates once every
timeslot. During each timeslot, a channel can be assigned to one and at most
one user (queue). The state of the channel (Xij(t)) to a specific user depends
on the location of the user.
Some typical rates (for a 20 MHz WiMax-like system) are as follows:
the air-interface is based on OFDM with 50 channels (sub-bands), each of
which consists of 25 sub-carriers. Each channel can support 400 kbps and the
scheduler operates once every 5 milliseconds. Thus, each good (ON) channel
offers 2 kb per timeslot.
We are interested in minimizing the probability that the largest of the
queues exceeds a finite number b, the buffer size. Since the queue-length is di-
rectly related to the delay experienced by the user, minimizing the small-buffer
overflow probability guarantees high quality of service (QoS) to the users. Now
the challenge is to develop a high-performance (low delay) scheduling algorithm
for this system. At first glance, by treating each server as a separate downlink
server, the problem is not very different from the scheduling for a traditional
downlink network. We can then use the following MaxWeight scheduling al-
gorithm, which is throughput-optimal [30]:
MaxWeight Scheduling: In timeslot t, for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, allocate server Sj to
4
serve queue Q∗i such that
Q∗i ∈ arg max
Qi
Xij(t)Qi(t),
breaking ties arbitrarily. ⋄
While the MaxWeight scheduling is throughput-optimal, it causes large
delays (due to large queues at the base-station). As an example, assume
Q1(t) = 100, Q2(t) = Q3(t) = 95, Q4(t) = Q5(t) . . . = Q100(t) = 10. Then, all
servers Sj such that X1j(t) = 1 will serve Q1. Assume that Xij(t) = 1 with
probability 0.9, and Xij(t) are mutually independent. Then, roughly 90% of
the servers (channels) will be allocated to user ‘1’, and the remaining 10% to
users 2 and 3, which will result in large buffers at users 2 and 3 at the end of
the time-slot.
In fact, it can be argued that the MaxWeight algorithm “drives up”
all the queue lengths to large enough values to ensure the maximum schedul-
ing flexibility. The reason the MaxWeight algorithm is not the right choice
for a scheduling algorithm for this system is that it potentially allocates all
the available servers to serve the longest queue, essentially treating a slightly
smaller queue as if it were empty. For a system with a large number of servers,
this allocation policy leads to draining the longest queue(s) much more than is
warranted by good load-balancing. It also leads the system getting “trapped”
in a state where a significant fraction of queues is long, i.e. once such a state
is reached (which happens infinitely often, almost surely, since the system is
positive recurrent under the MaxWeight rule), then it is difficult to leave this
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state “quickly.” We formalize this observation in Theorem 3.3 to establish
that the MaxWeight algorithm results in a very poor delay performance in the
multi-channel downlink setting.
A key observation is that for small-buffer multi-channel systems, schedul-
ing needs to be iterative in each time-slot – as resources (channels) get allo-
cated to users, the effect of this allocation needs to be factored in when making
allocation decisions for the remaining channels. This kind of an iterative allo-
cation of resources leads to a very good (low) per-user delay performance in
addition to network stability.
1.2 Main Contributions
1. We present a class of iterative scheduling algorithms called iLQF (it-
erated Longest Queues First) that is very different from the classic
MaxWeight-type algorithms. We show that the algorithms in this class
are throughput-optimal for the system (Theorem 3.1), delay-optimal
in an appropriate large deviations sense for certain networks (Theo-
rems 3.2, 2.6), and consistently provide a good delay performance under
a variety of network conditions (Theorems 2.8, 2.9, 2.11).
2. We show that the classic MaxWeight algorithm results in a very poor
delay performance for the wireless downlink system under consideration
(Theorems 3.3 and 3.4).
3. We present an algorithm called SSG (Server-Side Greedy) that has the
6
following properties:
(a) It is throughput-optimal (Theorem 3.5).
(b) Its computational complexity per timeslot is comparable to that of
the MaxWeight algorithm (Theorems 3.4 and 3.8).
(c) It provides a very good (but possibly sub-optimal) delay perfor-
mance in a large deviations sense, under a variety of network set-
tings (Theorems 3.6, 3.7, 4.6, and 4.7).
4. The proofs of the good delay performance of the iLQF and the SSG
algorithms use a cetrain sample-path dominance property that holds only
for systems with channel-rates of 0 or 1 packets per timeslot, and fails
to hold for even very simple systems with channel-rates of 0 or 2 packets
per timeslot. For analyzing systems with multi-rate channels, we present
certain properties of Markov chains (Theorems 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5) that are
interesting in their own right. We use these properties to prove that the
SSG-like iterative algorithms provide a very good delay performance for
the systems with multi-rate channels.
5. We ignore the computation complexity considerations and analyze the
delay performance of the system with multi-rate channels. We present
sufficient conditions for an algorithm to provide the optimal delay per-
formance in certain network settings, and consistently good for various
network settings (Section 4.4).
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1.3 Related work
In their classic paper [30], Tassiulas and Ephremides present a back-
pressure scheduling algorithm that is throughput-optimal for a network with
arbitrary topology, channel states and interference constraints, which reduces
to the MaxWeight algorithm for single-hop flows as considered here. How-
ever, the delay performance of this algorithm is well known to be poor, both
from an average and a worst-case delay sense (for instance, see [15], [6], [34]).
The intuition behind the poor delay performance of the back-pressure algo-
rithm is as follows: the back-pressure algorithm allows the queues to build
up to sizable lengths before they are selected for service. This is done in or-
der to ensure maximum scheduling flexibility (in order to ensure guarantee
throughput-optimality).
More recently, multiple extensions and alternatives to back-pressure-
type algorithms have been developed [31], [2], [27], [24], [10], [14]. Recent
progress in studying the performance of scheduling algorithms includes the
characterizations of the behavior of queues in heavy-traffic limits [28], [26], [12],
[21], [13], computations of the tail probability of queue-lengths using large-
deviations analysis [25], [33], [29], [32], and energy-delay tradeoffs for wireless
downlink [22]. Order-optimality in number of flows under the MaxWeight
algorithm has been explored in [23]. While these results provide very useful
insights into the QoS of scheduling algorithms, theoretically, they are valid
only when the queue-lengths increase to infinity, i.e., in a large-queue regime.
In a recent work [17], the authors consider a network with primary in-
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terference constraints and design a scheduling algorithm that is guaranteed to
provide both throughput and delay within a constant factor of the optimal.
Their methodology can be extended to more general (secondary/tertiary/. . .)
interference constraints. In [18], the authors consider a model very similar to
the one considered in this work, and derive bounds on the expected delays ex-
perienced by the users. To the best of our knowledge, the finite buffer analysis
presented in this work, for the first time, characterizes the asymptotic buffer
overflow performance of OFDM scheduling algorithms in a many-users/servers,
small-queue regime.
1.4 Organization
In Chapter 2, we define the system model and the problem statement.
We present a class of algorithms called iLQF (iterated Longest Queues First)
that is optimal for the stated problem and is robust to a variety of changes in
the system model.
In Chapter 3, we prove that a natural generalization of the iLQF-class
algorithms is throughput-optimal for the system under a very general arrival
and channel process. We prove that the MaxWeight algorithm provides a
very poor delay performance, and present an iterative algorithm called SSG
that provides a trade-off between the delay performance and computational
complexity. We show that the SSG algorithm is throughput-optimal. We
provide simulation results to compare the different algorithms.
In Chapter 4, we extend the delay analysis to a more general class of
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systems with multi-rate channels. We present certain properties of Markov
chains that we believe are interesting in their own right and of independent
interest. We prove that the SSG-like iterative algorithms provide a good delay
performance for these systems. Finally, we characterize sufficient conditions for
an algorithm to provide the optimal delay performance for the multi-channel
systems under certain network conditions, and conclude in Chapter 5.
10
Chapter 2
Iterative Scheduling for Downlink Networks
In this chapter, we define the system model and the problem statement.
We present a class of scheduling algorithms called iLQF (iterated Longest
Queues First) as a proposed solution to the problem, show that it is optimal
for the problem under consideration, and continues to give consistently good
performance under changes to the system model.
2.1 System Model and Problem Statement
We consider a multi-queue, multi-server discrete-time queuing system
as shown in Figure 2.1. We first consider a system with equal number of queues
and servers, n.
Table 2.1 summarizes the notation used throughout this dissertation.
If no confusion is possible, we denote Xi,j(t) by Xij(t). We assume that
Ai(t), Xij(t), Qi(t), Q
(k)
i (t) take values in the set of non-negative integers. The
systems are indexed by the number of servers (and queues), n, are are denoted
by Υn. (Note that for our proof techniques to work and results to hold, it is not
necessary that the number of queues and servers be the same, and a constant















Figure 2.1: System Model
Qi = The entity, queue number i
Si = The entity, server number i
Q = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn}
S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn}
Ai(t) = The number of packet arrivals to Qi at the beginning of times-
lot t
Xi,j(t) = The number of packets in Qi that can potentially be served
by Sj, in timeslot t
Qi(t) = The length of Qi at the end of timeslot t
Q
(k)
i (t) = The length of Qi after k ≥ 1 rounds of service in timeslot t
Q
(0)
i (t) = Qi(t− 1) +Ai(t), i.e. the length of Qi after immediately after
arrivals, in timeslot t
a+ = max(a, 0)
ℜ+ = The set of nonnegative real numbers
Z+ = The set of nonnegative integers
H(x|y) = x log x
y
+ (1 − x) log 1−x
1−y
w.p. = with probability
M1(Σ) = The probability simplex in ℜk for appropriate k
Table 2.1: Notation
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assume that in a given timeslot, there are first arrivals to the queues (if any),
then possible service, and the queue-lengths are measured at the end of the
timeslot. The arrivals to the queues, and the channels connecting the queues




1 with probability p,




1 with probability q,
0 with probability 1 − q, (2.1.2)
for some p, q ∈ (0, 1). All the random variables Ai(t) and Xjk(s) are mutually
independent for all possible values of the involved parameters. Each queue
maintains a buffer of infinite size, so that no packets are ever dropped. If
Xij(t) = 1, then the server Sj can potentially serve queue Qi in timeslot t,
reducing the length of Qi by 1 (unless it is empty). Our aim is to define a
service rule for allocating the servers to the queues this system, that meets
certain performance metrics to be defined. The service rule is allowed to use
the entire history of queue-lengths, arrivals, channel realizations, and server
allocation decisions, as well as the queue-lengths, channel realizations and
arrivals in the current timeslots, and any amount of external randomness (if
necessary), and is required to define the following random variables for each
1We adopt such a system model for ease of exposition. Significant generalization of this





1 if Sj is allocated to serve Qi in timeslot t,
0 otherwise.
If no confusion is possible, we denote Yi,j(t) by Yij(t). We impose the condition
that in a given timeslot, a given server can be allocated to serve at most
one queue. This condition translates to the following: for all t and all j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n}, any valid service policy must obey ∑ni=1 Yij(t) ≤ 1. Thus, the
queue-length evolution is given by
Qi(t) =
(







The service model is as shown in Figure 2.2.






Figure 2.2: Service Model
A finite integer b ≥ 0 is fixed. The queuing system is started at time
−∞. Our objective is to design a service rule that maximizes











We refer to the event {maxiQi(t) > b} as the small buffer overflow event or
simply the overflow event. The probability term in the above expression can
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thus be thought of as the probability of the overflow event under the stationary
distribution of the queue-length process (provided one exists). The function
I(b) is called the rate function in the large deviations theory. If a scheduling








where the inequality holds up to sub-exponential multiplicative factors on the
RHS. Thus, the probability of the small buffer overflow event decays to zero
very rapidly with n, and it is desirable to have as large a value of I(b) as
possible.
2.2 Algorithm-Independent Lower Bound on Overflow
Probability
In this section, we present a lower bound on the overflow probability
(Equation (2.1.3)). This is an algorithm-independent lower bound, so it holds
for any scheduling algorithm. In Section 2.4, we develop a class of iterative
algorithms (iLQF) that achieve this bound.
Theorem 2.1. For the system Υn, under any rule for allocating servers to







≥ pb+1(1 − q)n(b+1).











≤ (b+ 1) log 1
1 − q . (2.2.1)
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Proof. Consider the following event which implies {Q1(0) > b} under any
scheduling rule: for b+1 consecutive timeslots before (and including) timeslot
0, there are arrivals to Q1, and all the channels connecting Q1 to the servers
are OFF in each of the b+ 1 timeslots. The probability of this event is equal
to pb+1((1 − q)n)b+1, and the result follows.
2.3 Stability and Perfect Matchings
In this section, we first show that the system under consideration is
stabilizable under some scheduling rule, for n large.
Theorem 2.2. For given values of p, q ∈ (0, 1), there exists n0 = n0(p, q) such
that for all n ≥ n0, the queuing system Υn can be stabilized by some service
rule.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.1.
Let λ
(n)
i denote the arrival rate (expected number of arrivals) to queue







i ∈ (0, 1),
the above stability result can be generalized to the following cases:
1. Bernoulli arrivals to the queues, with arrival rates to the different queues
being different.
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2. The number of arrivals to a queue in a given timeslot takes on values in
a finite, non-negative integer set.
We analyze the two cases mentioned above in Section 2.6. Next we prove a
result regarding perfect matchings in bipartite graphs that is useful for the
analysis of the proposed algorithm in Section 2.5.
Lemma 2.1. Consider an undirected bipartite graph G(U∪V,E), where U∪V
is the set of vertices with |U| = |V| = n, and E is the set of edges. Every edge
e ∈ E has one of its endpoints in U and the other in V. For every node u ∈ U
and v ∈ V, the edge (u, v) is present in E with probability q, independently of
all other edges. Then, for large n,
(1 − q)n ≤ P(G has no perfect matching) ≤ 3n(1 − q)n,
where a perfect matching is defined as a matching of cardinality n.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.2.
Qualitatively, this result shows that the large bipartite graphs as de-
scribed here have perfect matchings with very high probability.
Next we consider a perfect-matching scheduling. This simple, queue-
length-agnostic scheduling rule is rate-function optimal for the problem under
consideration, but is sensitive to the nature of the arrival process, as the fol-
lowing exposition makes clear.
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Definition 2.1 (Perfect-matching scheduling). In a timeslot t, let E := {Xij(t) :
Xij(t) = 1}. If there exists a perfect matching in the bipartite graph G(Q∪S,E),
then allocate the servers to serve the respective queues as determined by the
perfect matching, else do not allocate any server to the queues. ⋄











≥ (b+ 1) log 1
1 − q .
Thus, in conjunction with (2.2.1), the perfect matching scheduling rule maxi-
mizes (2.1.3), and is rate-function optimal.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.3.
While the perfect-matching scheduling is rate-function optimal forAi(t) ∈
{0, 1}, this algorithm is sensitive to the arrival processes.
Definition 2.2. The arrival process to a queuing system is said to be L×





L with probability p,
0 with probability 1 − p,
with pL < 1. If L = 1, then the process is said to be Bernoulli(p). ⋄
Lemma 2.3. If the arrival process to the system Υn is changed from Bernoulli(p)
to 2× Bernoulli(r) for any r ∈ (0, 0.5), then the perfect matching scheduling
rule results in the overflow event having at least a constant probability, imply-
ing that the expression (2.1.3) equals 0.
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Proof. Please see Appendix A.4.
This motivates us to study (in the rest of this chapter) a queue-length
based scheduling policy which provides rate-function optimality (in Equa-
tion (2.1.3)) for the Bernoulli(p) arrival process, and also achieves a nonzero
rate function for more general arrival processes.
2.4 Characteristics of Optimal Service Rules
In this section, we consider a special class of service rules - iLQF (it-
erated Longest Queues First), and present sufficient conditions for an iLQF
scheduling policy to be rate-function optimal. In the next section, we present
an algorithm in this class that maximizes (2.1.3).
Definition 2.3 (iterated Longest Queues First (iLQF)). A service rule is said
to belong to the class iLQF if, in every timeslot, it allocates servers to queues
in multiple rounds as follows:
1. In a given round, the service rule finds a largest cardinality matching in
the bipartite graph whose node-sets are the set of longest queues and set
of available servers, and the edges are defined by the channel realizations
(an edge from Qi to Sj is present if Xij = 1), and allocates the servers
to the (longest) queues as determined by the matching. If the cardinality
of the matching thus found equals the cardinality of the set of the longest
queues, then the algorithm is required to serve all the queues. If, in
the given round, none of the longest queues are connected to any of the
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servers, then the set of the next longest queues may be considered for
server allocation, but it is not required to be considered.
2. The service rule updates the lengths of all the queues (to take into account
the service received by a subset of the longest queues in the particular
round) and the set of available servers (to take into account the servers
allocated to some of the queues) and proceeds to the next round. ⋄
Note that the class iLQF contains more than one scheduling algorithm,
since the following parameters are unspecified:
1. The number of rounds to be performed, i.e. the termination condition.
2. The tie-breaking rule if there exist multiple largest cardinality matchings
among the longest queues.
Consider an algorithm in the iLQF class that arbitrarily breaks ties in
the case of multiple largest matchings, and terminates if none of the longest
queues can be served in a given round. A typical execution of this iLQF
algorithm is shown in Figure 2.3.
This class of algorithms is interesting because it gives priority to the
longer queues, thereby trying to minimize the probability of the overflow event.









































































Packet in the queue
Packet served in a given round
Edge not belonging to the matching determined by iLQF
Edge that is a member of the matching determined by iLQF
First round of service Second round of service
Figure 2.3: An example of the iLQF algorithm
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Proof. Consider the bipartite graph G(Q∪S,E), where E := {Xij(t) : Xij(t) =
1}. If G has a perfect matching (i.e., a matching of cardinality n), then for an
algorithm in the iLQF class, max1≤i≤nQi(t + 1) ≤ max1≤i≤nQi(t). Further,
by Theorem 2.1, the graph G has a perfect matching with probability at least
1 − 3n(1 − q)n for large n.
In order to establish the rate-function optimality of the iLQF algo-
rithms, we restrict our attention to a subset of the iLQF-class, whose elements
possess two key properties: the Drain property and Dominance property. In
Section 2.5, we present a particular iLQF-class algorithm which possesses these
properties. We first define the Dominance property.
Definition 2.4 (Dominance property of an iLQF rule Λ). Consider the queu-
ing system with Q = {Qi}ni=1 as the queues, and S = {Si}ni=1 as the servers.
Let Ai(t) and Xij(t) be the arrival process and channel processes respectively
(see Equations (2.1.1), (2.1.2)). Now, a new queuing system with queues
R = {Ri}ni=1 and servers S = {Si}ni=1 is obtained as follows: at each time
t, the queues Ri(t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n see the same arrivals as those incoming to
Qi(t), i = 1, 2, . . . , n and the channel states of the servers are identical to those
of system Q (i.e., the arrival processes and channel states in the system R are
sample-path coupled with the system Q). In addition, there are extra packet ar-
rivals (an arbitrary, finite number) that occur to an arbitrary subset of queues
in the system R immediately after service, and at arbitrary timeslots T1, T2, . . .
(see Figure 2.4). The service policy used in the queuing system R is the same
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iLQF policy (Λ) that is used in the system Q (also the process R is defined









Figure 2.4: Service model for the queuing system R
A rule Λ in the iLQF class is said to have the dominance property if















Intuitively, the dominance property requires that adding extra packets
to the queueing system driven by the iLQF policy Λ does not decrease the
maximum queue length. This property is extremely useful, because this prop-
erty allows us to “carefully” add packets so that the resulting queuing system
can be explicitly analyzed and whose rate function can be computed in closed-
form. The dominance property ensures that the rate function so obtained
provides a lower-bound on the rate-function of the original system.
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Definition 2.5 (Drain property of a scheduling rule Λ). A scheduling rule Λ
(not necessarily from the iLQF-class) is said to have the drain property if there



















for all n large enough and all integers (timeslots) t. ⋄
In words, k0 is an integer such that the maximum queue length de-
creases in k0 timeslots with probability greater than or equal to 1/2. We are
now ready to state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose a service rule in the iLQF class has the drain and











= (b+ 1) log
1
1 − q .
Further, by Theorem 2.1, no other service rule can give a larger value for the
left hand side of the above expression.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.5.
2.5 A Specific Algorithm: iLQF with PullUp
We now focus our attention on constructing an algorithm in the iLQF
class that satisfies the requirements in the statement of Theorem 2.3. The
algorithm employs a particular tie-breaking rule (PullUp) when there exist
multiple largest-cardinality matchings in the bipartite graph between the set
of queues and servers, where the edges are defined by the ON links.
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Before we explain the intuition behind this tie-breaking rule, consider
two queuing systems denoted by Q and R with both these systems operating
with the same iLQF rule. Further, suppose that at some timeslot along a fixed
sample-path, the set of longest-queues under Q is a subset of the set of longest
queues under R and the set of available channels in system Q are “more” than
that in system R (more precisely, the bipartite graph connecting the queues
to the servers in system Q has more servers and edges than in the system R,
where ordering is defined by set inclusion). This is a scenario where system R
is less “flexible” than system Q (in terms of scheduling flexibility) in the sense
that any allocation of servers in the system R can be mimicked by system Q.
Now, the intuition behind PullUp can be explained as follows: consider
two multichannel queuing systems with identical initial conditions and suppose
we add packets at arbitrary times to one of them (say, the second system).
Then, we would like the first system to have more “flexibility” at each time
slot under iLQF in the sense of the previous paragraph. (We will see that such
a property is key to showing the stochastic dominance in Theorem 2.3.) The
PullUp-based iLQF algorithm described below ensures that such a property
holds.
Definition 2.6 (PullUp). Consider a bipartite graph G(U ∪ V,E), where the
sets of nodes, not necessarily of the same cardinality, are U = {u1, u2, . . . , um}
and V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. Given a matching M in G, M′ := PullUp(G,M,V)
is a new matching obtained by the following steps, which we call PullUp:
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1. Mark all the edges in M as forward edges (i.e. from U to V), and all the
other edges in E as backward edges, to get a directed graph G1. Define
M1 := M. Initialize k = 1.
2. Obtain Mk+1 from Mk as follows: If the node vk has an incoming edge,
then define Mk+1 := Mk, Gk+1 := Gk. Otherwise, in the directed graph
Gk, find the set Nk of all nodes reachable from vk. Let Γ(Gk, vk) := Nk∩U
and ∆(Gk, vk) := Nk ∩ V. Find the smallest index l > k such that vl ∈
∆(Gk, vk). If no such l exists, then define Mk+1 := Mk and Gk+1 := Gk.
If such an l exists, then reverse the directions of all the edges on a path
from vk to vl, to obtain a graph Gk+1. Define Mk+1 to be the set of all
forward edges in Gk+1.
3. Increment k by 1. If k = n + 1, then return the matching M′ := Mn+1,
else go to step 2. ⋄
An example of the PullUp operation is shown in Figure 2.5. In the next
lemma, we prove that the output of the PullUp is also a matching.
Lemma 2.5. The output M′ of PullUp(G,M,V) is a matching, and |M| =
|M′|.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.6.
The objective of the PullUp operation is to efficiently find a “good”
matching. Based on the PullUp technique, we construct an iLQF-class algo-
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rithm that is rate-function optimal for the small buffer overflow event under
consideration.
Path to reverse: v1 → u3 → v3























M = {(u3, v3), (u4, v4)} M′ = {(u3, v2), (u4, v1)}
Figure 2.5: An example of the PullUp operation
Definition 2.7 (iLQF with PullUp).
Input:
1. The queue lengths, Q1(t− 1), Q2(t− 1), . . . , Qn(t− 1).
2. The channel realizations, Xij(t) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
3. The arrivals to the queues, Ai(t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Steps:
1. Update the queue-lengths to account for arrivals, that is, compute the new
length of queue Qi after arrivals, Q
(0)
i (t) := Qi(t− 1) +Ai(t). Hereafter,
the length of a queue always refers to its most current updated length,
accounting for arrivals and service. Find the length of the longest queue,
Q̂. Define L = Q̂. Initialize r = 0. Let S⋆ denote the set of unallocated
servers. To begin with, we have S⋆ = S.
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2. Let QL denote the set of queues whose length (i.e., Q
(r)
i (t)) is exactly L.
Let GL denote the (undirected) bipartite graph with nodes QL ∪ S⋆, and
the edges as defined by the channel realizations. More specifically, an
edge (Qi, Sj) is present in GL if Qi ∈ QL, Sj ∈ S⋆ and Xij(t) = 1. Find
a largest cardinality matching ML in the graph GL.
(a) If |ML| = |QL|, then define M′ := PullUp(GL,ML, S⋆).
(b) If |ML| < |QL|, then define M1 := PullUp(GL,ML, S⋆). Obtain
Mk+1 from Mk as follows: if k is odd, then define T := QL; other-
wise T := S⋆, and Mk+1 := PullUp(GL,Mk,T). Continue obtaining
Mk+1 from Mk until Mi+1 = Mi for some i. Define M
′ := Mi.
Finally, as defined by the matching M′, allocate the servers to queues.
For example, if (Qx, Sy) ∈ M′, then define Yxy(t) = 1, allocate Sy to
serve Qx, remove Sy from S
⋆, decrease the length Qx by 1, i.e., define
Q
(r+1)
x (t) := Q
(r)
x (t) − 1. For a node (queue) Qz that is not an endpoint
of any edge in M′, define Q
(r+1)
z (t) := Q
(r)
z (t).
3. If at the end of step 2, we have |ML| < |QL|, then stop. If |S⋆| = 0 or
L = 1, then stop. Else, decrease the value of L by 1, increment r by 1,
go to step 2.
Output:
1. The allocation decisions, Yij(t) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
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2. The final queue-lengths, Qi(t) := Q
(r+1)
i (t). (Here, the value of r refers
to its value at the end of step 3.) ⋄
Here is a description of the algorithm in words: in every timeslot, the
algorithm proceeds in multiple rounds of service. In every round, the algorithm
finds a largest-cardinality matching M in the (bipartite) graph defined by the
longest queues and the unallocated servers, where the edges in the graph are
defined by the channel realizations. The algorithm then applies the PullUp
operation (once or multiple times) to the matching M and obtains a matching
M′. It allocates servers to the queues as defined by the edges in the matching
M′, updates (decreases by one) the lengths of the served queues, removes the
allocated servers from the set of available servers, and proceeds to the next
round.
Let every execution of step 2 be called a round. If in the step 2 we
have |ML| = |QL|, then that round is called a perfect matching round, else a
maximal matching round.












= (b+ 1) log
1
1 − q .
Further, the algorithm can be implemented in O(n4) computations per times-
lot.
Proof. We prove that the iLQF with PullUp satisfies the drain property (Lemma 2.10)
and the dominance property (Lemma 2.8). Thus, the first part of the claim
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holds according to Theorem 2.3. The second part of the claim (the computa-
tional complexity result) follows from Lemma 2.6.
2.5.1 Computational Complexity
We first analyze the computational complexity of the iLQF with PullUp.
Lemma 2.6. The proposed algorithm (iLQF with PullUp) can be implemented
in O(n4) computations per timeslot.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.7.
2.5.2 Rate-function Optimality
We establish the rate-function optimality of the iLQF with PullUp by
proving that the algorithm has the drain property and the dominance property
as required by Theorem 2.3. The following is a technical lemma that is useful
in the proof of Lemma 2.8.
Lemma 2.7. In the graph Gn+1, if a node va has no incoming edge, then
there does not exist a (directed) path from va to any node vb with b > a.
Consequently, if PullUp(G,M,V) = M′, then PullUp(G,M′,V) = M′.
Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.8.
Lemma 2.8 (Sample-path-wise Dominance). Consider two queuing systems
Q and R with queues Q = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn} and R = {R1, R2, . . . , Rn} re-
spectively, with the property that Qi(t − 1) ≤ Ri(t − 1) for all i. Let the two
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systems have identical channel realizations, Xij(t) and identical arrivals, Ai(t)
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Both the queuing systems implement the algorithm described
in Section 2.5, i.e. iLQF with PullUp. Then, Qi(t) ≤ Ri(t) for all i.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.9.
Note that this theorem immediately implies that the iLQF with PullUp
algorithm has the dominance property as required by Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 2.1. The iLQF with PullUp algorithm has the dominance property
defined in Section 2.4.
The corollary follows by repeated applications of Theorem 2.8. The
queuing system is started at time −∞, and we are interested in the probability
that the length of the longest queue exceeds a constant b at a finite time t. By
applying the result of Theorem 2.8 to timeslots T1, T2, . . . (in the definition of
the Dominance property), it follows that the packet-added system has sample-
path wise longer queues than the original system. The probabilistic dominance
is an immediate consequence of this sample-path dominance.
We now demonstrate a property of the PullUp operation which is useful
in proving that the proposed algorithm has the Drain property as required by
Theorem 2.3.
Lemma 2.9. Let a bipartite graph G(U ∪ V,E) and a matching M be given,
with
U = {u1, u2, . . . , un},V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}.
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Suppose there exists a matching M⋆ in G with the following properties:
1. |M| = |M⋆|.
2. If u ∈ U is an endpoint of some edge e ∈ M, then u is an endpoint of
some edge e′ ∈ M⋆.
3. Mark all the edges in M⋆ as forward edges (i.e., from U to V), and all the
edges in E\M⋆ as backward edges, to get a directed graph G‡(U ∪ V,E).
Then, in the graph G‡, if a node vi ∈ V has no incoming edge, then there
does not exist a directed path from vi to any vj, j > i.
4. For some a ≤ n and every b > a, no node vb ∈ V is an endpoint of any
edge in M⋆.
Let M′ = PullUp(G,M,V). Then, any edge in M′ does not have, as an end-
point, any node in V with index larger than a.
Proof. Please refer to Appendix A.10.
Let ℓT denote the length of the longest queue at the end of the timeslot
T . We next prove that the iLQF with PullUp satisfies the drain property.
Lemma 2.10. (The Drain property) For the proposed algorithm, there exists





such that, for all n large enough, all m > 0 and
all T ,





Proof. Please refer to Lemma 2.12, which proves a more general claim. Sub-
stituting L = 1 in that lemma gives the desired result.
This completes our analysis of the iLQF with PullUp algorithm for
the basic system model, Υn. In conclusion, we have shown that the proposed
algorithm - iLQF with PullUp is rate-function optimal for the small buffer
overflow event under consideration.
2.6 Generalizing the System Model
In this section, we consider a number of natural extensions of the system
model Υn defined in Section 2.1, and analyze the performance of the proposed
iLQF with PullUp algorithm for them.
2.6.1 The Asymmetric Arrivals Case
Consider a queuing system Υ′n that is a modification of the system Υn.
Let the queues, servers, arrivals and channels for the system Υ′n be indexed






i (t) and X
[n]





1 with probability p
(n)
i ,







1 with probability q,
0 with probability 1 − q.
In particular, the number of packets arriving to the ith queue in timeslot
t in the system Υ′n is a Bernoulli random variable whose parameter is arbitrarily
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i = α ∈ (0, 1). (2.6.2)
Under this condition, following an argument similar to that in the proof of
Theorem 2.2, the system Υ′n is stable for all n large enough. We refer to this
system as a system with asymmetric arrivals.
Theorem 2.5. For any given ǫ ∈ (0, α), there exists a constant n0 = n0(ǫ)
such that under any rule for allocating servers to queues, and for all possible







i (0) > b
)
≥ (α− ǫ)b+1(1 − q)n(b+1).











i (0) > b
)
≤ (b+ 1) log 1
1 − q .
Proof. Please see Appendix A.11.
The next claim establishes that the proposed iLQF with PullUp algo-
rithm results in a matching lower bound on the rate function for the system
with asymmetric arrivals, and is therefore rate function optimal for the small
buffer overflow event for this system.
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Theorem 2.6. For the system with asymmetric arrivals, the iLQF with PullUp











i (0) > b
)
≥ (b+ 1) log 1
1 − q .
Proof. Please see Appendix A.12.
As a result of Theorems 2.5 and 2.6, the proposed algorithm (iLQF with
PullUp) is rate-function optimal for the system with asymmetric arrivals.
2.6.2 Symmetric, Bursty, ON-OFF Arrivals





L with probability p,
0 with probability 1 − p,
for some fixed constants p and L, with pL ∈ (0, 1). We refer to this system
as a system with symmetric, bursty, ON-OFF arrivals. Note that the channel
process of this system is exactly as that of the system Υn defined in Section 2.1.
Hereafter in this section, for ease of notation, we drop the explicit
dependence of the variables on n. As before, we let ℓt := max1≤i≤nQi(t).
Theorem 2.7. For a system with symmetric, bursty, ON-OFF arrivals im-




















1 − q .
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1, and presented in Ap-
pendix A.13.
Lemma 2.11. Fix any p̃ ∈ (p, 1/L). Define Θ1 := nH(p̃|p) and Θ2 := 3np̃(1−
q)np̃. Then for the symmetric, bursty, ON-OFF arrivals system, for n large









≤ exp(−Θ1) + LΘ2.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.14.
Lemma 2.12. For the symmetric, bursty, ON-OFF arrivals system imple-





such that for all n large enough, for all m > 0 and all T ,




Proof. Please see Appendix A.15.
Theorem 2.8. For a system with symmetric, bursty, ON-OFF arrivals imple-






















1 − q ,H(p̃|p)
)
> 0.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.16.
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2.6.3 Symmetric Arrivals with Bounded Support















0 with probability p0,
1 with probability p1,
...
...




i (t) > L) = 0. We require that pi ≥ 0 for all i, pL > 0,
∑L
i=0 pi = 1
and
∑L
i=0 ipi ∈ (0, 1) for stability for n large. We refer to this system as a
system with symmetric arrivals with bounded support.
Notation:
Let r = [r0, r1, . . . , rL] be a probability vector, that is, ri ≥ 0 for all i and
∑
i ri = 1. Let M1(Σ) denote the probability simplex in ℜL+1, that is, the set
of all probability vectors in ℜL+1.
Let λp :=
∑
i ipi < 1 denote the expected number of arrivals to a queue
in the system. Define
Fǫ :=
{














|rk − pk| ≤ ǫ
}
.
For all ǫ > 0, the set Fǫ is nonempty (∵ p ∈ Fǫ) and compact. There exists
ǫ0 ∈ (0, pL) such that for all ǫ ≤ ǫ0, the complement of the set Fǫ with respect to
M1(Σ) is contained in the closure of its interior w.r.t. M1(Σ). Since H(r|p) = 0
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Define J := mind∈Fǫ0 dL, where dL denotes the L
th co-ordinate of d = [d0, d1, . . . , dL].
Theorem 2.9. For the system with symmetric arrivals with bounded support,






















1 − q , ζ
)
> 0.
Proof. Please see Appendix A.17.
Theorem 2.10. For a system with symmetric arrivals with bounded support,




















1 − q .
Proof. Similar to that of Theorem 2.7.
2.6.4 Asymmetric Arrivals with Bounded Support















0 with probability p
(n)
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i (t) > L) = 0. We require p
(n)




i (j) = 1 for










i (j) ∈ (0, 1).
Theorem 2.11. For the system under consideration, under the iLQF with











i (0) > b
)
> 0.
Proof. Similar to that of Theorems 2.6 and 2.9.
Thus, we see that the proposed iLQF with PullUp algorithm is robust
to changes in the system model, and results in a strictly positive value of the




In Chapter 2, we looked at the problem of designing scheduling algo-
rithms for a multi-user multi-channel (e.g., OFDM-based) wireless downlink
system, where the grand goal is to design a scheduling rule for allocating the
servers to the queues that, in addition to throughput-optimality, also guaran-
tees small per-user queues in a large deviations sense. In [3], we have shown
that a class of algorithms called iLQF (iterated Longest Queues First), under
certain technical conditions, is rate function optimal for the small buffer over-
flow event, and the results are summarized in Chapter 2. However, the results
regarding iLQF were derived assuming symmetric, i.i.d., ON-OFF traffic and
i.i.d. ON-OFF channels. In particular, for more general arrival and channel
processes, a number of fundamental questions were left unanswered, such as:
1. Are the algorithms in the iLQF class throughput-optimal for the system?
2. The well-known MaxWeight algorithm [30] is throughput-optimal for the
system. What is its performance for the small buffer overflow problem?
3. The iLQF-class algorithms typically have a higher computational com-
plexity than the MaxWeight algorithm. Can we design an algorithm with
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lower complexity without compromising either throughput-optimality or
small-queue performance?
In this chapter, we show that the answers to these questions are yes,
poor, and yes respectively. The following is a summary of our main results in
this chapter:
• We show that a generalization of the iLQF-class rules, namely iHLQF, is
throughput-optimal for very general arrival and channel process models
(Section 3.1).
• We show that the classical MaxWeight rule is very poor at keeping the
per-user queues small (Section 3.2). Formally, we show that this rule
results in a zero rate function for the small buffer overflow event defined
in Section 2.1.
• We propose a new scheduling algorithm called the Server-Side Greedy
(SSG) service rule which is an iterative version of the MaxWeight rule,
where the queue-lengths are updated after each server (OFDM sub-
channel) finishes its service. We show that this rule is throughput-
optimal under general arrival and channel processes, results in a strictly
positive rate function for the small buffer overflow event (implying small
per-user queues), and has complexity comparable to that of the MaxWeight
rule, and much less than the iLQF-class rules (Section 3.3).
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An important design insight that emerges from the above results is the
following: for throughput-optimality, the MaxWeight algorithm argues that
the scheduling algorithm should maximize the sum of channel-rate-weighted
queue lengths at each timeslot. However, from a small-queue performance
viewpoint, our results indicate that as long as we are “close” to the maximum
weighted sum, the scheduling algorithm’s objective should shift to equalizing
the queues, and that this allocation of channel resources should proceed in an
iterative manner.
We consider the same multi-user multi-channel discrete-time queuing
system defined in Section 2.1, but make certain assumptions on the arrival
and channel processes as follows:
Assumption 3.1. (Motivated by [10])
The channel state process:
1. Let I denote the set of possible channel states. The channel state process
has a stationary distribution π = [πi]i∈I, and πi > 0 for all i ∈ I.
2. Let s[m] denote the channel state in timeslot m. Given ǫ > 0 there exists






















3. There exists µ̂ ∈ ℜ+ such that Xij(t) ≤ µ̂ for all i, j, t.
The arrival process:
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1. The arrivals to each queue Qi form a stationary process, with mean λi :=
E[Ai(1)].
2. The given set of arrival rates lies inside the throughput region of the
system, i.e., there exists a static service split rule that can stabilize the
system under the given arrival process.
3. Given ǫ > 0 there exists a positive integer M1 such that for all M ≥M1,




















4. The arrival process satisfies, for all i,
lim
M→∞
M2P(Ai(1) > M) = 0. ⋄
Our first goal is to identify policies other than MaxWeight-type policies
which are throughput-optimal under Assumption 3.1. The reason for identi-
fying classes of throughput-optimal policies other than the MaxWeight class
is to significantly improve the performance of the system. It is difficult to
analyze the large-deviations performance under the very general conditions in
Assumption 3.1. Instead, we study the performance of different algorithms
under the following more restrictive set of assumptions:
Assumption 3.2. The number of packet arrivals to queue Qi in timeslot t is
the random variable Ai(t), where
Ai(t) =
{
K̄ with probability p,
0 with probability 1 − p,
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where K̄ ≥ 1 is an integer with pK̄ ∈ (0, 1). In timeslot t, the server Sj can




1 with probability q,
0 with probability 1 − q,
with q ∈ (0, 1). All the random variables Ai(t) and Xjk(s) are assumed to be
mutually independent for all possible values of the involved parameters. ⋄
As in Chapter 2, our goal is to design policies that under Assumption 3.2
and for every integer b ≥ 0, result in a strictly positive value of the rate-
function for the small-buffer overflow event,











Further, the complexity of the policy must be O(n2) computations per timeslot.
The reason we choose this benchmark is that, as we later show, the MaxWeight
algorithm has a complexity Ω(n2) computations per timeslot.
To summarize, our objective is to design an algorithm that is throughput-
optimal under Assumption 3.1, results in a strictly positive value of the rate
function under Assumption 3.2, and has a complexity of O(n2) computations
per timeslot. We close this introduction with a result regarding the system
stability under Assumption 3.2.
Lemma 3.1. Under Assumption 3.2, if pK̄ > 1, then the system is unstable
under any scheduling algorithm. If pK̄ < 1, then there exists a constant n0 =
n0(p, K̄, q) such that for all n ≥ n0, the system is stable under some algorithm.
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Proof. Please see Appendix B.1.
Note that the stability of the system with pK̄ < 1 is immediate from
Theorem 2.8, which shows that the iLQF with PullUp algorithm results in a
strictly positive rate-function for the small-buffer overflow event. The above
result establishes that this condition is also necessary for stability.
3.1 iHLQF Analysis
In this section, we present a class of scheduling rules called iHLQF. We
show that any algorithm in this class is throughput-optimal (Theorem 3.1),
and relate the iLQF with PullUp algorithm in Chapter 2, Section 2.5 to the
iHLQF-class.
We consider a class of algorithms called iHLQF (iterated Heaviest
matching with Longest Queues First), which is a generalization of the iLQF
(iterated Longest Queues First) algorithms presented in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.
The iLQF-class of algorithms is defined for systems with ON-OFF channels.
A particular algorithm in the iLQF-class, called iLQF with PullUp, was shown
to be rate function optimal for the small buffer overflow event under Assump-
tion 3.2 with K̄ = 1 ([3], Thm. 4, also Theorem 2.4, Chapter 2), and was
shown to have a positive rate function for all K̄ > 0 ([3], Corollary 2, also
Theorem 2.8, Chapter 2). Here we present its generalization (namely, iHLQF)
to multi-rate channels (i.e., Xij(t) can take value other than 0 and 1). In every
timeslot, the iHLQF rule proceeds in multiple rounds of server allocation as
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explained below.
Definition 3.1 (The iHLQF (iterated Heaviest matching with Longest Queues
First) rule). The iHLQF rule allocates servers to queues in timeslot t according
to the following procedure.
Input:
1. The queue-lengths Qi(t− 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
2. The arrival vector Ai(t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
3. The channel rates Xij(t) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Steps:
1. Update the queue-length vector to account for the arrivals. Compute
Q
(0)
i (t) = Qi(t − 1) + Ai(t) for all i. Initialize k = 1 and Yij(t) = 0 for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
2. For all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, define












For any server Sj and all i, if Xij(t) < Xcjj(t), then redefine Xij(t) = 0,
and use this updated value of Xij(t) throughout the rest of the timeslot t.
Let L denote the length of the longest queue(s) immediately after arrivals.
Throughout the description of this algorithm, let V ⊆ S denote the set of
unallocated servers.
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3. In round k, define a bipartite graph Gk(Uk∪Vk,Ek), where the set of nodes
Uk represents the set of queues of length L (i.e. Q
(k−1)
i (t) = L), the set
of nodes Vk represents the servers in V, and Ek is the set of weighted
edges. The edge between nodes representing queue Qi and server Sj has
a weight equal to Xij(t). Find a maximum weight matching Mk in the
graph Gk, breaking ties arbitrarily. Allocate the servers to the queues
according to the matching Mk, update the queue-lengths and remove the
used servers from further consideration. In particular, if Qi is allocated
Sj, then define Q
(k)
i (t) = (Q
(k−1)
i (t)−Xij(t))+, remove the server Sj from
V, and define Yij(t) = 1.
4. If V = ∅, then define k0 := k and stop. Else, decrement L by 1. If L = 0,
then define k0 := k and stop. Else, increment k by 1, and go to Step 3.
Output:
1. The server allocations, Yij(t) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
2. The queue-lengths Qi(t) := Q
(k0)
i (t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. ⋄
Here is a description of the algorithm in words: in every timeslot, have
multiple rounds of server allocation. In each round, choose the heaviest (edge-
weight) matching between the set of longest queues and available serves, break-
ing ties between multiple heaviest matchings arbitrarily. Here, the weight of
an edge is the corresponding channel rate. Allocate servers to queues accord-
ing to the matching, update the queue-lengths, remove the allocated servers
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from further consideration, and proceed to the next round. When choosing
the heaviest matching, the iHLQF rule allocates a server to a queue only if its
channel to that queue has a high enough rate, as evident from the Step 2 in
the definition.
Note that iHLQF is a class of rules and not a single rule, as a result
of the arbitrary tie-breaking between largest weight matchings. We first es-
tablish a crucial property of the iHLQF-class rules that is useful in proving
their throughput-optimality. In words, this property says that in any given
timeslot, the weight of the schedule chosen by any iHLQF-class rule is at most
an additive constant away from that chosen under the throughput-optimal
MaxWeight rule under the same initial queue-lengths, same arrivals to each
queue and the same channel realizations.
Fix any timeslot t. At the beginning of the timeslot, let the state of the
system be denoted by the queue-lengths Qi(t− 1), channel realizations Xij(t)




(Qi(t− 1) + Ai(t))Xij(t)Yij(t)
be called the weight contributed by server Sj to a schedule. Note that at most
one term in the above summation is nonzero, since Yij(t) = 1 for at most one









(Qi(t− 1) + Ai(t))Xij(t)Yij(t),
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that is, the sum of the weight-contributions of the individual servers. The proof
of the next lemma proceeds by showing that conditioned the same initial state,
the contribution of any server Sj to the weight of the MaxWeight schedule is
at most an additive constant more than that to the schedule of any (fixed)
iHLQF-class rule.
Lemma 3.2. Fix any iHLQF-class rule Λ. Fix any timeslot t and the state
of the system. Let the length of the queue Qi immediately after arrivals be
ℓi := Qi(t − 1) + Ai(t). Let cj be as defined in step 2 in the definition of the
iHLQF-class rules (Definition 3.1). Then, W iHLQF (t) ≥ WMW (t) − n2µ̂2.
Proof. Please see Appendix B.2.
Theorem 3.1 (Throughput-optimality of iHLQF). Under Assumption 3.1 on
the arrival and channel processes, any iHLQF-class rule makes the system





















In addition, if the arrival and channel state processes are such that the iHLQF
rule makes the queuing system an aperiodic Markov chain with a single com-
municating class, then the stability in the mean implies that the Markov chain
is positive recurrent [20].
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.2, this proof is identical to that of Theorem 3.5
presented in Section 3.3 and has been omitted to avoid repetition.
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Next, we establish a result regarding the computational complexity of
iHLQF-class algorithms.
Lemma 3.3. (Complexity of iHLQF) There exists an algorithm in the iHLQF
class that can be implemented in O(n4) computations per timeslot.
Proof. Please see Appendix B.3.
We now turn our attention to the iLQF with PullUp rule, introduced
in [3] (also see Definition 2.7, Chapter 2). This rule is essentially an iHLQF-
class rule for the system under Assumption 3.2. The iLQF with PullUp rule
employs a particular form of tie-breaking between the heaviest matchings,
and in its original form, it terminates after the round when it cannot find a
matching that serves all the queues under consideration (queues of length L).
This stopping rule ensures that the complexity of the rule is limited to O(n4)
computations per timeslot. If we instead allow the iLQF with PullUp rule to
terminate in the same way as an iHLQF-class rule (namely, when no more
servers are left or when all the nonempty queues have been considered for
allocation), then it retains its rate-function optimality for the system under
Assumption 3.2 with K̄ = 1, yields a strictly positive rate function for all
K̄ ≥ 1, and is also throughput-optimal for the system under Assumption 3.1
with Bernoulli (0-1) channels. We refer to this rule as the Modified iLQF with
PullUp rule. The following theorem formally summarizes these properties.
Theorem 3.2 (Properties of Modified iLQF with PullUp). The Modified iLQF
with PullUp belongs to the iHLQF class of rules, and the conclusions of The-
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orem 3.1 apply. The Modified iLQF with PullUp rule is rate function optimal











= (b+ 1) log
1
1 − q ,
for all integers b ≥ 0. Further, it yields a strictly positive rate function under
Assumption 3.2 for all K̄ ≥ 1, and can be implemented in O(n5) computations
per timeslot.
Proof. Omitted to avoid repetition. For the proof of rate function optimality,
we refer the reader to the proof of Theorem 2.4, Chapter 2 (or [3]). Lemma 2.6
establishes the computational complexity result.
Thus, the answer to question 1 at the beginning of this chapter is “yes,
the iLQF rules (and their generalization, iHLQF, for multi-rate channels) are
throughput-optimal for the system.”
3.2 The MaxWeight Rule
In this section, we show that the classic MaxWeight scheduling rule
yields a zero rate function for the small buffer overflow event (Theorem 3.3),
and in fact yields no decay in the probability of the small buffer overflow
event as the system size increases (Theorem 3.4). We then establish a lower
bound (computations per timeslot) on the complexity of the MaxWeight rule
(Lemma 3.4).
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The classic MaxWeight rule [30] results in the following service allo-
cation rule for our system, with a particular tie-breaking rule for the sake of
concreteness:
Definition 3.2 (The MaxWeight Rule, [30]). In every timeslot, each server
independently picks a queue that maximizes the product of queue-length and
channel rate, breaking ties in favor of the smallest queue-index. ⋄
This service allocation rule is throughput-optimal for the system. But
as the next theorem shows, it yields a zero rate function for the small buffer
overflow event, implying a very poor small-queue performance.
Theorem 3.3 (MaxWeight gives zero rate function). Under Assumption 3.2
with K̄ = 1, with the MaxWeight rule for allocating servers to queues, and for























The main idea behind the proof is to show that under the MaxWeight
rule, the overflow event has at least a constant probability even for n large.
Proof. Please see Appendix B.4.
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The result of Theorem 3.3 can be strengthened to the following:
Theorem 3.4. Consider any function f : ℜ+ → ℜ+\{0} such that limx→∞ f(x) =
∞. Then, under Assumption 3.2, with the MaxWeight rule for allocating the












Proof. The result for the case K̄ = 1 follows from the proof of Theorem 3.3,
which shows that under Assumption 3.2 with K̄ = 1, the MaxWeight rule
results in at least a constant probability for the small buffer overflow event,
for n large enough. The proof for the case K̄ > 1 is almost identical.
Thus, the answer to question 2 at the beginning of this chapter is “the
MaxWeight algorithm is very inefficient at keeping the per-user queues small.”
The main reason behind these negative results is that the MaxWeight rule po-
tentially assigns all the available servers to serve the longest queue, essentially
treating a slightly shorter queue as if it were empty. When a large number of
servers are available, this results in draining the longest queue(s) much more
than is warranted by good load-balancing, and also leads to the following sit-
uation: when the MaxWeight rule runs into a state when a significant fraction
of the queues is long (note that such a state is reached infinitely often, almost
surely, because the system is positive recurrent under MaxWeight), then it is
very difficult to leave this state “quickly.” Therefore, the MaxWeight rule is
not effective in keeping the queues really small.
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Lemma 3.4 (Complexity of MaxWeight). Under Assumption 3.2, implement-
ing the MaxWeight rule requires Ω(n2) computations per timeslot.
Proof. Please see Appendix B.5.
Note that Lemma 3.4 holds under much weaker assumptions on the
channel process. This motivates us to design a scheduling rule that, in addition
to throughput-optimality, also guarantees a good delay performance, and has
a computational complexity comparable to that of the MaxWeight rule.
3.3 The SSG Scheduling Rule
In this section, we propose the Server-Side Greedy (SSG) service rule
for the problem. This service rule can be thought of as a recursive version of
the MaxWeight rule, where the queue-lengths are updated after each server
finishes its service. We show that the SSG rule is throughput-optimal for the
system (Theorem 3.5). Under Assumption 3.2, it results in a strictly positive
value of the rate function, α(b) for every integer b ≥ 0 (Theorems 3.6, 3.7). It
can be implemented in O(n2) computations per timeslot (Theorem 3.8).
This (SSG) rule proceeds in multiple rounds of service allocation in
every timeslot, as explained below.
Definition 3.3 (The SSG Rule). The Server-Side Greedy (SSG) rule allocates
servers to queues in timeslot t according to the following procedure.
Input:
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1. The queue-lengths Qi(t− 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
2. The arrival vector Ai(t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
3. The channel rates Xij(t) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Steps:
1. Update the queue-length vector to account for the arrivals, i.e., compute
Q
(0)
i (t) for all i. Initialize k = 1 and Yij(t) = 0 for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
2. In the kth round of service allocation, search for the queue-index





breaking ties in favor of the smaller queue-index. Allocate the server Sk
to serve Qw thus found, i.e., define Ywk(t) = 1 and Yik(t) = 0 for all











i (t) for all i 6= w.
3. If k = n, then stop. Else, increment k by 1, go to step 2.
Output:
1. The server allocations, Yij(t) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
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2. The queue-lengths Qi(t) := Q
(n)
i (t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. ⋄
Unlike the MaxWeight rule, the SSG rule updates queue-lengths after
each server finishes its service. An example of the SSG rule is shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. Now we analyze the SSG service rule in detail. Our first aim is to
















Channel available for allocation
Round 1 Round 2 Round 3
Packet in the queue
Channel selected for allocation
Figure 3.1: An example of the SSG rule
establish the throughput-optimality of the SSG rule. We first establish that in
every timeslot, the weight of the service schedule selected by the SSG rule is at
most an additive constant away from the maximum possible. That is, under
the same queue-lengths at the beginning of the timeslot, the same channel
realizations and the same arrivals to the queues, the sum of the channel-rate-
weighted queue-lengths selected for service under the MaxWeight rule is at
most an additive constant larger than that under the SSG rule.
Lemma 3.5. Fix any timeslot t, and let the queue-lengths immediately after
arrivals in that timeslot be ℓi. Then, W
SSG(t) ≥ WMW (t) − n2µ̂2.
Proof. Please see Appendix B.6.
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Theorem 3.5 (Throughput-optimality of SSG). Under Assumption 3.1 on






















In addition, if the arrival and channel state processes are such that the SSG
rule makes the queuing system an aperiodic Markov chain with a single com-
municating class, then the stability in the mean implies that the Markov chain
is positive recurrent [20].
Proof. Please see Appendix B.7.
Remark 3.1. Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.5 hold even if the SSG rule chooses
an arbitrary tie-breaking rule in Step 2.
Next, we show that if two queuing systems have sample-path coupled
arrivals and channels, both implement the SSG rule, and at the end of a times-
lot, one system has queues that are respectively longer than the corresponding
queues in the second system, then this property continues to hold for all the
future timeslots.
Lemma 3.6 (Sample-path dominance). Under Assumption 3.2, consider two
queuing systems Q and R with queues Q = [Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn] and R = [R1, R2, . . . , Rn],
such that at the end of some timeslot t, we have Qi(t) ≤ Ri(t) for all i. Both
the systems have the same arrivals and channel realizations for all times, and
in particular for the timeslot t + 1. Both implement the SSG rule. Then,
Qi(t+ 1) ≤ Ri(t+ 1) ∀i.
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Proof. Please see Appendix B.8.
As in the case of the proof of Theorem 2.4 in Chapter 2, this sample-
path property is the key to obtaining rate function positivity results. The next
technical lemma provides a sufficient condition for all the longest queues to
be served by the SSG rule.
Lemma 3.7. Under Assumption 3.2, let the set of longest queues after ar-
rivals be of cardinality k. If in that timeslot, each one of the longest queues is
connected to at least k servers, then all the longest queues are served at least
once under SSG.
Proof. Let {Qi1 , Qi2 , . . . , Qik} be the set of longest queues. If Qij is connected
to server Sm, then it is a longest queue connected to Sm. Since Qij is connected
to at least k servers, there are only k − 1 other longest queues in the system,
and the queue-lengths are updated after service, Qij is served by at least one
server.
We now show that under the SSG rule, the probability that the max.
queue in the system increases in a given timeslot is extremely small for n large.
Lemma 3.8. Let Assumption 3.2 hold with K̄ = 1. Fix any p′ ∈ (p, 1) and
δ ∈ (0, q(1−p′)
2−q ). In particular, let p






















Proof. Please see Appendix B.9.
Next, we establish that under the SSG rule and for n large, the max.
queue-length in the system decreases in a constant number of timeslots with
at least a constant probability.
Lemma 3.9. Under Assumption 3.2 with K̄ = 1, there exists a constant



















Proof. The intuition behind the proof is that is any given timeslot, there are
approximately np arrivals to the system, and because a given server can po-
tentially serve any one of approximately nq of the queues (with preference to
the longer queues), the system has a service capacity for almost n packets.
Thus, there is a net “drain” in the number of packets in the system. For a
formal proof, please see Appendix B.10.
As a consequence of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, the maximum queue-length
in the system, Qmax(t) has the following behavior: over a constant number
of timeslots, it increases by a finite amount with very low probability, and
decreases with at least a constant probability. Thus, it is reasonable to expect
that the stationary distribution of Qmax(t) is strongly concentrated around 0.
Indeed, this is the essence of our next claim.
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Theorem 3.6 (Positive rate function under SSG). Let Assumption 3.2 hold
with K̄ = 1. Fix any p′ ∈ (p, 1) and δ ∈ (0, q(1−p′)
2−q ). In particular, let p
′ =
(1 + p)/2 and δ = q(1−p
′)
2
. Fix any constant b ≥ 0. If the system uses the SSG
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Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.4 in Chapter 2. In particu-
lar, under the SSG rule, the system has the sample-path dominance property
(Lemma 3.6), an exponentially decaying probability of Qmax(t) increasing in
a timeslot (Lemma 3.8), and a constant probability of Qmax(t) decreasing in
a constant number of timeslots (Lemma 3.9). We omit the details.
Next, we show that the SSG rule returns a positive rate function for the
small buffer overflow event under a bursty arrival process (Assumption 3.2),
for any fixed integer K̄ ≥ 1.
Theorem 3.7. Let Assumption 3.2 hold. Fix any p′ ∈ (p, 1/K̄) and δ ∈
(0, q(1−p
′K̄)
K̄(2−q) ). In particular, let p
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Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 3.6 and has been
omitted.
An immediate strengthening of the above result is obtained by maxi-
mizing the RHS with respect to p′ and δ over the appropriate ranges. We now
turn our attention to the computational complexity of implementing the SSG
rule.
Theorem 3.8 (Complexity of the SSG rule). The SSG rule can be imple-
mented in O(n2) computations per timeslot.
Proof. Please see Appendix B.11.
Thus, we have designed a scheduling algorithm (the SSG rule) that is
throughput-optimal, yields a positive rate function for the small buffer overflow
event, and has a computational complexity O(n2), which is no larger than the
MaxWeight rule. This answers question 3 at the beginning of the chapter
in the affirmative. In view of these results, the new intuition that emerges
from this work is that we should not allocate service to maximize the channel-
weighted sum of queue-lengths. We should allocate resources in an iterative
fashion, taking into account the effects of prior allocations. This results in good
performance (small per-user queues) in addition to throughput-optimality.
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3.4 Simulation Results
We compare the performance of the proposed SSG rule with the MaxWeight
rule and the Modified iLQF with PullUp rule (Section 3.1). In the first set of
simulations, we consider a system with bursty arrivals as per Assumption 3.2
with K̄ = 10 and p = 0.095, i.e. a system with 95% of the maximum symmet-
ric load. The channel ON probability is set to q = 0.75. We run the simulations
for 106 timeslots, vary the number (n) of queues and servers in the system,
and study the empirical probability of buffer overflow and the empirical delay
distribution of packets. The results are summarized in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. It
can be seen that depending upon the system size, the MaxWeight algorithm
needs about 3 to 7 times as much buffer as SSG. Further, the performance of
the MaxWeight algorithm actually degrades with the system size, while that
of the SSG improves. Similar conclusions hold for the per-packet delay under
the two algorithms.
In the second set of simulations (Figure 3.4), we compare the perfor-
mance of the SSG algorithm against the Modified iLQF with PullUp algo-
rithm. We analyze a system with asymmetric arrival rates to the queues.
Of the n = 20 queues, we choose three queues to receive much higher mean
loads (L) compared to the others. In our simulations, queues Q11, Q15 and
Q19 receive, in every timeslot, a random number of packets that is uniformly
distributed in [0, 2L], while the other queues each receive a packet with proba-
bility 0.12, all independently of each other. We set the channel ON probability
to q = 0.4 to ensure that the system is stable but heavily loaded (about 95.7%
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Performance of the SSG and MaxWeight Algorithms for p = 0.095, q = 0.75, Bursty (0 − 10) arrivals
 
 
n = 50, MW
n = 80, MW
n = 100, MW
n = 50, SSG
n = 80, SSG
n = 100, SSG
Figure 3.2: SSG v/s MaxWeight: Bursty load, buffer overflow probabilities


























Performance of the SSG and MaxWeight Algorithms for p = 0.095, q = 0.75, Bursty (0 − 10) arrivals
 
 
n = 50, MW
n = 80, MW
n = 100, MW
n = 50, SSG
n = 80, SSG
n = 100, SSG
Figure 3.3: SSG v/s MaxWeight: Bursty load, packet delay profiles
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for L = 5). We run the simulations for 106 timeslots. As can be seen from
the plots (Figures 3.4 and 3.5), the proposed SSG algorithm and the Modified
iLQF with PullUp algorithm give very similar performance, both for the small
buffer overflow probabilities and delay profiles. In fact, we can hardly distin-
guish the two curves in each pair. Even if the Y-axis scale is changed from
logarithmic to linear, the two algorithms result in almost overlapping curves.

























Performance of the SSG and Modified iLQF with PullUp Algorithms for n = 20, q = 0.4, Asymmetric arrivals
 
 
L = 3, iLQF
L = 4, iLQF
L = 5, iLQF
L = 3, SSG
L = 4, SSG
L = 5, SSG
Figure 3.4: SSG v/s Modified iLQF with PullUp: Asymmetric arrivals, buffer
overflow probabilities
The third set of simulations has the same set up as the first set, but we
modify the MaxWeight rule as follows: instead of choosing the longest queue
with the smallest index, each server now selects a longest queue that has re-
ceived the minimum service so far (from the previous server allocation rounds),
in the current timeslot. The servers are allocated sequentially, from S1 to Sn.
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Performance of the SSG and Modified iLQF with PullUp Algorithms for n = 20, q = 0.4, Asymmetric arrivals
 
 
L = 3, iLQF
L = 4, iLQF
L = 5, iLQF
L = 3, SSG
L = 4, SSG
L = 5, SSG
Figure 3.5: SSG v/s Modified iLQF with PullUp: Asymmetric arrivals, packet
delay profiles
We compare the buffer and delay performance of this Modified MaxWeight
algorithm and the SSG algorithm. The results are summarized in Figures 3.6
and 3.7. It can be seen that even under this implementation, the MaxWeight
algorithm continues to perform much worse than the SSG algorithm.
In the fourth set of simulations, we considered a system with n = 20
queues and servers. We set the channel ON probability to q = 0.5, and run
the simulations for 5 × 105 timeslots. The arrival process is according to
Assumption 3.2, with K̄ = 4. We vary the probability p of packet arrivals,
and compare the performance of the SSG and the Modified iLQF with PullUp
algorithms. At p = 0.24, the system operates at 96% of the maximum stable
load. As can be seen from Figure 3.8, the two algorithms result in almost
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Performance of the SSG and Modified MaxWeight Algorithms for p = 0.095, q = 0.75, Bursty (0 − 10) arrivals
 
 
n = 50, MW
n = 80, MW
n = 100, MW
n = 50, SSG
n = 80, SSG
n = 100, SSG
Figure 3.6: SSG v/s Modified MaxWeight: Bursty load, buffer overflow prob-
abilities


























Performance of the SSG and Modified MaxWeight Algorithms for p = 0.095, q = 0.75, Bursty (0 − 10) arrivals
 
 
n = 50, MW
n = 80, MW
n = 100, MW
n = 50, SSG
n = 80, SSG
n = 100, SSG
Figure 3.7: SSG v/s Modified MaxWeight: Bursty load, packet delay profiles
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identical (empirical) buffer overflow probabilities.

























Performance of the SSG and Modified iLQF with PullUp Algorithms for n = 20, q = 0.5, Bursty (0 − 4) arrivals
 
 
p = 0.2, iLQF
p = 0.22, iLQF
p = 0.24, iLQF
p = 0.2, SSG
p = 0.22, SSG
p = 0.24, SSG
Figure 3.8: SSG v/s Modified iLQF with PullUp: Bursty load, buffer overflow
probabilities
All the simulation results presented in this section vouch for the conclu-
sion that the SSG and the Modified iLQF with PullUp algorithms perform very
similar to each other, and consistently better than the MaxWeight algorithm,




In this chapter, we again consider the problem of designing scheduling
algorithms for multi-channel wireless downlink networks. As before, the main
objective is to investigate the delay characteristics of these systems, under the
assumption that it has a large number of users and a proportionally large band-
width. The well-known MaxWeight-type algorithms [30] stabilize the system
under a very general class of arrival and channel processes (such as Assump-
tion 3.1), if there is any other scheduling algorithm than can do so. However,
it was shown in Chapter 3, Section 3.2 that the MaxWeight algorithm results
in a very poor delay performance for the system under consideration. We then
proposed an algorithm called SSG (Server-Side Greedy) that, in addition to
being throughput-optimal, results in a very good per-user delay performance.
In Chapter 2, we have shown that a class of iterative scheduling algorithms,
iLQF, gives the optimal small-delay performance in a large deviations sense
under certain technical conditions. We also exhibited a particular algorithm
in the iLQF class, namely iLQF with PullUp, that is optimal for the small
delay problem under consideration.
The proofs of the good delay performance of the SSG algorithm and
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the iLQF with PullUp algorithm crucially depended upon a sample-path domi-
nance property of the algorithms: if there are two queuing systems with queues
Qi and Ri, with sample-path coupled arrivals and channels, and Qi(t − 1) ≤
Ri(t − 1) for all i and for some t, and both the systems use the same (SSG,
or iLQF with PullUp) scheduling rule, then Qi(t) ≤ Ri(t) for all i. That is, if
a queuing system dominates the other queuing system queue-by-queue, and if
both the systems use the same (SSG, or iLQF with PullUp) scheduling rule,
then the dominance continues to hold for all the future timeslots. This sample-
path property fails to hold for the case when the channel service rates are more
general than 0 or 1 packets per timeslot, rendering the earlier analysis tech-
niques useless for the analysis of these more general systems. In this chapter,
we present a new framework for analyzing the rate-function performance of
the SSG and iLQF with PullUp-like algorithms that do not necessarily have
the sample-path dominance property.
As before, we consider the same multi-queue multi-server discrete-time
queuing system and require that the proposed algorithm(s) stabilize the sys-
tem (make each of the queues positive recurrent) under Assumption 3.1. In
addition, we require that our proposed algorithm(s) result in a strictly positive
value of the rate function for the small-buffer overflow event (defined in Sec-
tion 2.1) under the following two assumptions, if there is any other algorithm
that can do so:
Assumption 4.1 (Multi-level Channels and Arrivals).



















where M ≥ 1 is an integer. In timeslot t, the server Sj can potentially serve
















K w.p. qK =: q
with qi ∈ (0, 1) for all i, and
∑
i qi = 1. We assume that all the random
variables Ai(t) and Xjk(s) are mutually independent for all possible values of
the involved parameters, that pi > 0 for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M},
∑M
m=0 pm = 1,
and
∑M
m=1mpm < K. ⋄
Assumption 4.2 (Time-correlated Channel States).





0 w.p. 1 − p,
where M ≥ 1 is an integer with pM < 1. In timeslot t, the server Sj can
potentially serve Xij(t) packets from Qi, where Xij(t) are modeled as Bernoulli
random variables and are assumed to form a Markov chain for each pair (i, j).




0 w.p. 1 − α,
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and if Xij(t− 1) = 1, then
Xij(t) =
{
1 w.p. 1 − β,
0 w.p. β,
with α, β ∈ (0, 1). The arrival process is independent of the channel process.
The channel-process Markov chains corresponding to different values of the
pair (i, j) are mutually independent. ⋄
Figure 4.1 shows the Markov chain corresponding to channel states for








Figure 4.1: Markov Chain for Correlated Channels
To summarize, our objective is to design a scheduling algorithm that
is throughput-optimal under Assumption 3.1, and results in a strictly posi-
tive value of the rate function under Assumption 4.1 and (separately) under
Assumption 4.2, if there is any other algorithm that can do so.
4.1 Preliminary Analysis
In this section, we present certain basic results regarding the stability
of the system under Assumptions 4.1 and 4.2, and also algorithm-independent
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upper bounds on the rate-function under these assumptions.
Lemma 4.1. Under Assumption 4.1, if
∑M
m=1mpm > K, then the system is
unstable under any scheduling algorithm. If
∑M
m=1mpm < K, then there exists
a constant n0 = n0(p,M,K, q) such that for all n ≥ n0, the system is stable
under some algorithm.
Proof. Please see Appendix C.1.


































Proof. Please see Appendix C.2.
Lemma 4.2. Under Assumption 4.2, if pM > 1, then the system is unstable
under any scheduling algorithm. If pM < 1, then there exists a constant
n0 = n0(p,M, α, β) such that for all n ≥ n0, the system is stable under some
algorithm.
Proof. Please see Appendix C.3.
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≥ p⌊ bM ⌋+1(min(β, 1 − α))n(1 − α)n⌊ bM ⌋.




















Proof. Please see Appendix C.4.





















Proof. Please see Appendix C.5.
Remark 4.1. It is possible that under Assumption 4.1, for some constant b












However, since we are primarily concerned with the small-buffer overflow
event, for the purpose of this dissertation, we are not interested in the case
where the system parameters are such that the rate-function is zero at a finite







< 1 whenever we mention Assumption 4.1.
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4.2 Stochastic Dominance of Markov Chains
The next three technical theorems are instrumental in characterizing
the rate-function performance of the SSG and iLQF with PullUp-like algo-
rithms and are interesting in their own right.
Theorem 4.3. Consider a discrete-time, multi-dimensional Markov chain
X(t) = [X1(t), X2(t), . . . , Xn(t)]. Let X(t) take values on the countable state-
space Zn+, and let the corresponding transition probabilities be
p(x,y) := P(X(t+ 1) = y | X(t) = x).









Then a stationary distribution of X⋆(t) := max1≤i≤nXi(t) is given by a sta-
tionary distribution of the (one-dimensional) Markov chain Y (t), taking values
in Z+, whose transition probabilities are given by
P(Y (t+ 1) = y | Y (t) = x) = P(X(t+ 1) ∈ Wy | X(t) ∈ Wx),
where the conditional probability term on the RHS is under the stationary
distribution σ(·).
Proof. Please see Appendix C.6.
The above theorem gives us a way to calculate the stationary distribu-
tion of the maximum value of a multi-dimensional Markov chain (which on its
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own does not have the Markov property) by thinking of it as a one-dimensional
Markov chain. Note that we do not need the stationary distribution to be
unique for either X(t) or Y (t), and also that the result holds (with trivial
modifications in the notation) for the Markov chains on Zn. Note also that if
the Markov chain X(t) is irreducible and has a stationary distribution, then
the stationary distribution is unique (Theorem 3.1, Chapter 3 in [5]).
Theorem 4.4. Consider two discrete-time Markov chains Y (t) and W (t)
evolving on the same state-space Z+. Let the random variable Zt(i) denote the
increment in Y (t) when Y (t) = i. (Note that Zt(i) can be negative.) Similarly,
let Z̃t(j) denote the increment in W (t) when W (t) = j. Let Zt(i) ≤st Z̃t(j)
for all i, j, t ∈ Z+, and Y (0) ≤st W (0). Then Y (t) ≤st W (t) for all t ≥ 0. In
particular, if Y (t) and W (t) are ergodic (aperiodic, irreducible, positive recur-
rent) and have stationary distributions µY (·) and µW (·) respectively, and the
random variables Y,W are distributed according to Y ∼ µY (·) and W ∼ µW (·),
then Y ≤st W.
Proof. Please see Appendix C.7.
We now analyze the steady-state distribution of a special class of one-
dimensional Markov chains from a rate-function point of view. The Markov
chains in this class are similar to birth-death Markov chains, except that there
can be multiple (but a finite, bounded number of) “births” in a given timeslot,
or at most one “death.” The probability of birth(s) is “small,” and the prob-
ability of death is at least a constant. Hence, it is reasonable to expect that
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the stationary distribution is strongly concentrated around 0. We quantify this
intuition in a large-deviations sense in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.5. Consider a family of Markov chains W (n)(t) on the set Z+,
having the following transition probability structure: there exists an integer n0
such that for all n ≥ n0, for all x ∈ Z+, for some fixed integer F and positive
real numbers c, η we have
P(W (t+ 1) = x+ k | W (t) = x) = ηe−cnk for 1 ≤ k ≤ F,
and
P(W (t+ 1) = x− 1 | W (t) = x, x > 0) = 1
2
.
Then there exists an integer n1 such that for all n ≥ n1, the Markov chain







W (n)(0) > s
)
≥ c(s+ 1),
where P(·) denotes the stationary distribution of W (n)(t).
Proof. Please see Appendix C.8.
Figure 4.2 shows an example of a Markov chain referred to in The-
orem 4.5, with F = 2, η = 1, and where the “self-loops” for the transition
probabilities are not shown for simplicity. Theorem 4.5 says that the station-
ary distribution of this Markov chain is given by πm ≈ π0e−cnm, in a large
deviations sense as n → ∞. In other words, the Markov chain is very simi-








Figure 4.2: A candidate Markov chain for the rate-function calculation in
Theorem 4.5
4.3 Analysis of the SSG Scheduling Rule
The SSG(Server-Side Greedy) scheduling algorithm was introduced in [4]
(also see Definition 3.3, Chapter 3). This scheduling rule is interesting because
of the following reasons:
1. It is throughput-optimal for the system under Assumption 3.1 (Theo-
rem 3.5, Chapter 3).
2. It yields a strictly positive rate-function for the system under Assump-
tion 4.1 with K = 1 (Theorem 3.7, Chapter 3).
3. Its computational complexity (O(n2) computations per timeslot) is com-
parable to that of the MaxWeight rule (Ω(n2) computations per times-
lot), but the MaxWeight rule yields a zero rate-function for all integers
b ≥ 0 for the system under Assumption 4.1 with K = 1 (Theorems 3.4
and 3.8, Chapter 3).
We now analyze the rate-function performance of the SSG rule under
Assumption 4.1 by showing that:
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1. In any given timeslot, and starting with any configuration of queue-
lengths, the maximum effective queue-length increases (from its starting
value, before the arrivals) with a very small probability.
2. In a constant k0 number of timeslots, the maximum effective queue-
length decreases with at least a constant probability.
We then use Theorems 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 to conclude the positivity of the rate-
function. We first present a technical lemma that demonstrates a crucial
property of the SSG rule. Note that this is a deterministic property of the
SSG rule, and it does not require the number of queues or servers to be large
in order to be true. This property establishes a stronger version of the following
statement: if we have m queues, each connected to m servers with a channel
of rate = K, then the maximum queue-length decreases by at least K (or
becomes 0) at the end of service in that timeslot.
Lemma 4.4. Under Assumption 4.1, let the set of queues be Q = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm},
the set of servers be S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sw}. Fix a timeslot t, and let the queue-
lengths after arrivals in that timeslot be L1, L2, . . . , Lm. Consider the bipartite
graph G(Q ∪ S,E) where E denotes the set of edges, where an edge is present
between a queue Qi and a server Sj if the corresponding channel supports a
rate = K in the timeslot t. Suppose further that every queue Qi is connected to
at least xm servers for some integer x ≥ 1. Then with the system implementing





Proof. Please see Appendix C.9.
Let ζ(t) := max1≤i≤nQi(t) denote the maximum queue-length in the
system at the end of timeslot t.







































Then for a system under the SSG rule, for any fixed ρ > 0, for n large enough,
and for any timeslot t, we have











Proof. Please see Appendix C.10.
Lemma 4.6. Let Assumption 4.1 hold. Fix any timeslot t, and let ζ(t) = k for
some integer k. Then, for a system using the SSG rule, there exists a constant
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integer k0 such that for all n large enough, we have




Proof. This proof is on the same lines as that of Lemma 3.9 and has been
omitted to avoid repetition.
Now we are in a position to quantify the rate-function performance of
the SSG algorithm.


































































Proof. Please see Appendix C.11.
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We now study the performance of the SSG algorithm under Assump-
tion 4.2. Under this assumption, regardless of the channel realizations in the
previous timeslot(s), any given channel is ON in the current timeslot t with
probability at least γ = min(α, 1 − β). In view of this observation, the proof
of the following theorem is on the same lines as that of Theorem 4.6.
Theorem 4.7. Let Assumption 4.2 hold. Define γ := min(α, 1 − β). Fix








. In particular, let








. Then for a system using the SSG
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Proof. The proof of this theorem is on the same lines as those of Theorem 4.6.
We omit the details.
An immediate strengthening of these rate-function results can be ob-
tained by optimizing the RHS over the appropriate ranges for ǫ, p′ and δ.
4.4 The DMEQ Scheduling Rule
So far, we have discussed algorithms (SSG, MaxWeight) that have lim-
ited computational complexity (polynomial in the description length of the
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system) and analyzed their throughput and rate-function performance. At
the other extreme, we ignore the computational complexity considerations
and ask the question: what is the best rate-function performance an algo-
rithm can give? The answer to this question leads us to the characterization
of sufficient conditions for rate-function optimality under certain conditions
that the author believes are also “necessary” in some sense. In this section,
we study the performance of an algorithm, DMEQ, which stands for Deep-
estDrain of Maximum Effective Queue-length. This algorithm provides the
optimal rate-function performance for the small-buffer overflow event under
certain conditions, and it uses the DeepestDrain operation (defined next) as a
“black-box.”
The definition of the DeepestDrain operation refers to the term “the
effective queue-length.” As the name suggests, the effective length of a queue
is a constant multiple of its actual length, where different queues can have
different multipliers for the effective queue-length calculation. This mathe-
matical model is useful for the case when the different queues have incoming
flows with different delay requirements. For the purpose of this exposition, we
consider all the queues having the same multiplier = 1, i.e., the queue-length
is the same as the effective queue-length. We nevertheless retain the name
“effective queue-length” to remind the reader that significant generalizations
of the model are possible.
Definition 4.1 (The DeepestDrain Operation). The DeepestDrain operation
computes an allocation of the servers to the queues as follows:
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Input:
1. The queue-length vector L = [L1, L2, . . . , Lm] for the queues Q = [Q1, Q2, . . . , Qm].
2. The server vector S = [S1, S2, . . . , Sk].
3. The channel-rate matrix X = [Xij] for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
Steps: Find an allocation Y = [Yij] of servers to the queues that obeys the
following conditions, breaking ties between multiple candidate allocations arbi-
trarily:
1. Minimize the maximum effective queue-length (MEQ).
2. Among all the allocations that result in the minimum value of the MEQ
(after allocation), choose the one that minimizes the number of queues
at the MEQ.
3. Among all the allocations that satisfy the conditions so far, choose the
one that minimizes the second MEQ.
4. Among all the allocations that satisfy the conditions so far, choose the
one that minimizes the number of queues with the second MEQ.
...
2m - 1. Among all the allocations that satisfy the conditions so far, choose the
one that minimizes the mth MEQ.
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2m. Among all the allocations that satisfy the conditions so far, choose the
one that minimizes the number of queues with the mth MEQ.
Output: The allocation matrix Y, where Yij = 1 if server Sj is allocated to
queue Qi, and 0 otherwise. ⋄
Note that the DeepestDrain operation finds an allocation that simul-
taneously satisfies all the conditions mentioned in the definition, possibly
through a brute-force search over all possible schedules. We do not know
of an explicit algorithm that solves this optimization problem in polynomial
time. Nevertheless, the DeepestDrain scheme produces a valid schedule.
We write Y = DeepestDrain(Q,L, S,X) for the above operation. The
number of steps (conditions) that the operation needs to check can be less than
2m, depending upon if all the servers have been allocated, etc. In such a case,
the remaining conditions are trivially satisfied by the candidate allocation.
We now define a server allocation policy (DMEQ) that uses the DeepestDrain
operation.
Definition 4.2 (DeepestDrain of Maximum Effective Queue-length : DMEQ).
The DMEQ rule allocates servers to queues in timeslot t according to the fol-
lowing procedure.
Input:
1. The queue-lengths Qi(t− 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
2. The arrival vector Ai(t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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3. The channel rates Xij(t) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Steps:
1. Compute the queue-lengths after arrivals, Li(t) := Q
(0)
i (t) = Qi(t− 1) +
Ai(t) for all i.
2. For all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, define












For any server Sj and all i, if Xij(t) < Xcjj(t), then redefine Xij(t) = 0,
and use this updated value of Xij(t) throughout the rest of the timeslot t.
3. Define the following quantities:
(a) Q = [Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn].
(b) L = [L1(t), L2(t), . . . , Ln(t)].
(c) S = [S1, S2, . . . , Sn].
(d) X = [Xij(t)] for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, using the updated values as per the
Step 2.
4. Find an allocation B = DeepestDrain(Q,L, S,X).






1. The server allocations, Yij(t) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
2. The queue-lengths Qi(t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. ⋄
Note that DMEQ is a class of rules as a result of the arbitrary tie-
breaking in the definition of the DeepestDrain operation.
4.4.1 Throughput-optimality of DMEQ
Our first aim is to establish the throughput-optimality of the DMEQ
rule. The following lemma shows that in every timeslot, the weight of the
schedule under the MaxWeight rule is at most an additive constant more than
that under the DMEQ rule.
Lemma 4.7. Fix any DMEQ-class rule Λ. Consider any timeslot t, and let
the queue-lengths immediately after arrivals in that timeslot be ℓi, i.e., ℓi =
Qi(t− 1)+Ai(t). Let cj be as defined in step 2 in the definition of the DMEQ-
class rules (Definition 4.2). Then, WDMEQ(t) ≥ WMW (t) − n2µ̂2.
Proof. Please see Appendix C.12.
As in the case of Theorem 3.1, the throughput-optimality of the DMEQ-
class rules is now immediate.
Theorem 4.8 (Throughput-optimality of DMEQ). Under Assumption 3.1
on the arrival and channel processes, any DMEQ-class rule makes the system
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In addition, if the arrival and channel state processes are such that the DMEQ
rule makes the queuing system an aperiodic Markov chain with a single com-
municating class, then the stability in the mean implies that the Markov chain
is positive recurrent [20].
Proof. In view of Lemma 4.7, this proof is identical to that of Theorem 3.5
and has been omitted.
4.4.2 Rate-function Performance of DMEQ under Assumption 4.1
We now analyze the rate-function performance of the proposed DMEQ
scheduling rule under Assumption 4.1. The next definition is concerned with
the existence of a certain structure called an r-fold perfect matching in a
large bipartite graph, and is instrumental in understanding the rate-function
performance of the DMEQ rule.
Definition 4.3 (r-fold perfect matching). Consider a bipartite graph G(U ∪
V,E), where U∪V denotes the set of nodes and E denotes the set of edges. Let
|V| ≤ r|U| for some integer r ≥ 1. Every edge e ∈ E has one endpoint each in
the sets U and V. A subset M ⊆ E is said to be an r-fold perfect matching in
G with respect to U if:
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1. For every node u ∈ U, out of all the edges that have u as an endpoint,
exactly r edges belong to M.
2. For every node v ∈ V, out of all the edges that have v as an endpoint, at
most 1 edge belongs to M. ⋄
We refer to a 1-fold perfect matching as a perfect matching (with re-
spect to U). Note that when |U| = |V|, a 1-fold perfect matching w.r.t. U is a
perfect matching in the graph. An example of a 2-fold perfect matching with
respect to U is shown in Figure 4.3, where the solid edges belong to the 2-fold
perfect matching M and the dotted edges belong to E \ M.
v7v6v5v4v3v2v1
u3u2u1
Figure 4.3: Example of a 2-fold perfect matching w.r.t. U
The following result regarding the existence of r-fold perfect matchings
is large random bipartite graphs is a simple extension of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 4.8. Consider a bipartite graph G(U∪V,E) where |U| = n and |V| =





1 if (u, v) ∈ E,
0 if (u, v) /∈ E.
Let χuv be i.i.d. random variables with P(χuv = 1) = q. Then, for n large
enough,
(1 − q)n ≤ P(G has no r-fold perfect matching w.r.t. U) ≤ 3rn(1 − q)n.
Proof. Please see Appendix C.13.
Let ζ(t) = max1≤i≤nQi(t) denote the maximum (effective) queue-length
at the end of timeslot t.





. Consider a queu-
ing system that employs a DMEQ-class rule Λ for server allocation. Fix any
timeslot T. After arrivals in timeslot T, let Cm denote the set of queues with
exactly m arrivals. For 1 ≤ w ≤ r, let
Dw := C(w−1)K+1 ∪ C(w−1)K+2 ∪ · · · ∪ CwK ,
and let S =
⋃r
w=1 Sw be a partition of the set of servers. Let Ew denote the
restriction of the set of edges to the set of nodes Dw∪Sw, i.e., for Qi ∈ Dw, Sj ∈
Sw, if the channel rate Xij = K, then the corresponding edge is present in the
set Ew. Suppose further that the bipartite graph Gw(Dw ∪ Sw,Ew) has a w-fold
perfect matching w.r.t. Dw. Then ζ(T ) ≤ ζ(T − 1).
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Proof. Please see Appendix C.14.
We are now ready to analyze the rate-function performance of the
DMEQ algorithm. Our first aim is to show that under the DMEQ rule and
for n large enough, the MEQ of the system increases in a given timeslot with
very small probability.









































1, . . . , p
′
M ] = [p0 −Mǫ, p1 + ǫ, p2 + ǫ, . . . , pM + ǫ].
Then for a system using the DMEQ rule, for any ρ > 0, for n large enough,
and for any timeslot t, we have




(1 − q)p′m + e−nτ(1−ρ).
Proof. Please see Appendix C.15.
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Lemma 4.11. Let Assumption 4.1 hold. Then for a system using the DMEQ
rule, there exists a constant integer k0 such that for all n large enough, and
for any timeslot t, we have




Proof. For ease of notation, we prove this claim only for the case pM = p > 0,
and p0 = 1 − p. The proof for the more general case is almost the same. We
further assume that M = rK and q0 = 1 − q. None of these assumptions is
binding and we can easily extend the proof to the more general case through
the introduction of extensive notation.
Here is an informal road-map of the proof. Let ψ(t) denote the number
of queues with the maximum effective queue-length at the end of timeslot t.
We first show that there exists a server allocation rule under which, if we
have ζ(t + ℓ) = ζ(t + ℓ − 1) for a given ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k0}, then ψ(t + ℓ) ≤
(ψ(t + ℓ − 1) − nǫ)+ with high probability, for some fixed ǫ > 0. We also
show that under this rule, the probability that ζ(t + ℓ) > ζ(t + ℓ− 1) is very
small. Together, these two claims imply that under the candidate rule, the





timeslots. Next, we use
this scheduling rule to argue about the performance of the DMEQ rule, since
by the definition of the DMEQ rule, if there is any other rule that can give
so much reduction in the MEQ, or the number of queues with the maximum
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effective queue-length, then so must the DMEQ rule. For a detailed proof,
please see Appendix C.16.
As a result of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11, the maximum (effective) queue-
length (MEQ) in the system has the following behavior (for n large):
1. In a given timeslot, it increases with an extremely small probability.
Further, in a given timeslot, it can increase by at most the number of
arrivals to a given queue, which is a finite number, uniformly bounded
in n.
2. Over a constant number of timeslots, it decreases (by 1 or more) with at
least a constant probability.
It is therefore reasonable to expect that the MEQ in the system is very strongly
concentrated around 0. Our goal now is to formalize this observation and make
a statement about the probability distribution of the MEQ.










































1, . . . , p
′
M ] = [p0 −Mǫ, p1 + ǫ, p2 + ǫ, . . . , pM + ǫ].


























Proof. In view of Lemmas 4.10 and 4.11, this proof is very similar to that of
Theorem 4.6 and has been omitted.
4.4.3 Rate-function Performance of DMEQ under Assumption 4.1,
with M ≤ K
We consider the special case where in Assumption 4.1, the maximum
number of arrivals (M) to a queue in any given timeslot is less than or equal
to the channel rate in the state K, and the channel-rates are either 0 or K
packets per timeslot, i.e., q0 = 1 − qK = 1 − q. In this case, it is possible to
tighten the rate-function analysis of DMEQ and provide better lower bounds.
Lemma 4.12. Let Assumption 4.1 hold with M ≤ K. Then for a system using
the DMEQ rule, for n large enough, and for any timeslot t, we have
P (ζ(t) > ζ(t− 1)) ≤ 3n(1 − q)n.
Proof. Please see Appendix C.17.
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Lemma 4.13. Let Assumption 4.1 hold with M ≤ K. Fix any timeslot t. Then
for a system using the DMEQ rule, there exists a constant integer k0 such that
for all n large enough, we have




Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Lemma 4.11 and has been omitted
to avoid repetition.
Theorem 4.10. Let Assumption 4.1 hold with M ≤ K. Then for a system















1 − q > 0.
Proof. In view of Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13, the proof of this theorem is identical
to that of Theorem 4.9 and has been omitted to avoid repetition.









1 − q is an upper
bound on the rate-function under Assumption 4.1. Consider the case where









DMEQ algorithm is rate-function optimal for the values b = M−1, 2M−1, . . .
The author believes that the possible sub-optimality of the DMEQ algorithm
1For the case M = 1, this condition holds for all integers b ≥ 0.
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for the other values of b is a result of a slack in the proof, and that the
DMEQ algorithm (or minor modifications of it) are rate-function optimal for
all integers b ≥ 0.
4.4.4 Rate-function Performance of DMEQ under Assumption 4.2
We establish a lower bound on the rate-function performance of the
proposed DMEQ algorithm under Assumption 4.2.
Theorem 4.11. Let Assumption 4.2 hold. Then for a system using the DMEQ















1 − min(α, 1 − β) > 0.
Proof. Regardless of the channel realizations in the previous timeslot(s), any
given channel is ON in the current timeslot t with probability at least min(α, 1−
β). In view of this observation, the proof of this theorem is identical to that
of Theorem 4.10 and has been omitted to avoid repetition.
Since the channel-rates under Assumption 4.2 belong to the set {0, 1},
the iHLQF algorithm can be analyzed for this case, thanks to its sample-path-
dominance property (Theorem 2.8), and the positivity of the rate-function can
be proved. However, the DMEQ algorithm continues to give a provably posi-
tive rate-function for the small-buffer overflow event even if the time-correlated
channels support rates other than just 0 or 1 packets per timeslot, and a num-
ber of immediate generalizations of the above result are possible.
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4.5 Unequal Number of Queues and Servers
In this section, we consider the case where the system has n queues and
ξn servers. Here ξ ∈ [1,∞) is a fixed constant, independent of n.2 This range
of values of ξ is of interest because in typical OFDM-based wireless downlink
systems, the number of orthogonal channels is much larger than the number
of active users.
Theorem 4.12. Fix any constant ξ ∈ [1,∞), and a system with n queues
and ξn servers. Then the DMEQ and the SSG rule are throughput-optimal for
the system under Assumption 3.1. Further, under Assumption 4.1 or 4.2, if
Γ is a lower bound on the rate function for a symmetric (i.e., n servers and
n queues) system implementing the DMEQ (resp. SSG) rule, then ξΓ is a
lower bound on the rate function for the system with n queues and ξn servers,
implementing the DMEQ (resp. SSG) rule.
Proof. Please see Appendix C.18.
Similar rate-function positivity (and optimality) results can be derived
for the iLQF with PullUp algorithm in Chapter 2 for systems with channel-
rates confined to 0 or 1 packets per timeslot. This extension of results is pos-
sible because the sample-path-dominance property of the iLQF with PullUp
2We ignore the issues involving ξn not being an integer. The reason is that in the limit
as n → ∞, ξn can be replaced by ⌊ξn⌋ with cosmetic changes to the proofs. For finite n,
the reader may consider a sequence ξ(n) = ⌊ξn⌋/n that approaches ξ such that nξ(n) is an
integer for all n, and a system with nξ(n) = ⌊ξn⌋ servers. Hereafter in this exposition, we
do not discuss this issue.
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algorithm does not depend upon the channel process statistics or the number
of queues and servers, but only the fact that the channel-rates belong to the
set {0, 1}. Although we do not consider the case ξ < 1 here, the analysis tech-
niques developed so far (in particular, Theorems 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5) can be used
to analyze this case as well, implying rate-function positivity results for SSG




We considered the problem of designing scheduling algorithms for multi-
user multi-channel wireless downlink networks, with emphasis on good per-
user delay performance in addition to network stability. We showed that the
classic MaxWeight-type algorithms result in a very poor delay performance.
We presented a class of algorithms called iLQF (iterated Longest Queues First)
that provides the optimal delay performance under certain network conditions,
and consistently good delay performance in a variety of network settings. The
computational complexity of the iLQF-class algorithms can be prohibitive for
real-time implementations. To overcome this issue, we presented a class of
algorithms called SSG (Server-Side Greedy) that provides a trade-off between
computational complexity and delay performance.
The proofs of the good delay performance of the iLQF and SSG al-
gorithms crucially depend on a certain sample-path dominance property that
fails to hold for all but the simplest of systems. To overcome this dependence,
we presented properties of Markov chains that might be of independent in-
terest, and used those to prove that our algorithms continue to give a good
delay performance for a wide variety of systems. We finally provided sufficient
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conditions for an algorithm to be delay-optimal for the more general systems,
namely for the systems with multi-rate channels, under certain technical con-
ditions. We validated our results through analysis and simulations.
The main intuition that emerges from this work is that in order to
provide a good delay performance, one should allocate the resources in an it-
erative manner, taking into account the effect of prior allocations when making
decisions for the current resource allocation. The MaxWeight-type algorithms
argue that for network stability, in every timeslot, one should choose an allo-
cation that maximizes the sum of the products of the queue-lengths and the
serving channel-rates. Our results show that this intuition is valid only in
a limited sense: for providing good delay performance, one should only ap-
proximately maximize the aforementioned sum, while paying attention to the
finer queue-length dynamics and resource wastage. This kind of a “careful”
resource allocation dramatically improves the per-user delay performance, in





Proofs for Chapter 2
A.1 Proof of Theorem 2.2
Consider a service rule where in each timeslot, each server uniformly
and randomly picks a queue to which it has an ON channel, and serves it.
If that particular chosen queue is empty, then that server does not serve any
queue in that timeslot. (Multiple servers can serve the same queue, but there
is no co-ordination between the servers.)
Then, the probability that the first server offers its service to the first
queue in a particular timeslot is
P(Y11(t) = 1) = P(Y11(t) = 1 | X11(t) = 1) · P(X11(t) = 1).
Now, for the service rule under consideration,





P(S1 offers service to Q1 in timeslot t | X11(t) = 1,
Exactly j of the rest n− 1 channels from S1 are ON)











































1 − (1 − q)n
qn
.
Thus, P(Y11(t) = 1) =
1−(1−q)n
n
, implying that the total amount of service
offered to the first queue (or to any other queue, by symmetry) in timeslot t
is 1 − (1 − q)n. If p < 1 and q > 0 are fixed, then 1 − (1 − q)n > p for large







implying that all the queues are stable (positive recurrent) under the specified
policy, for n large enough.
A.2 Proof of Lemma 2.1
For A ⊆ U, let Γ(A) denote the neighborhood A, i.e.,
Γ(A) := {b ∈ V : (a, b) ∈ E for some a ∈ A}.
We know from Hall’s theorem ([19], Thm. 7.40) that if a bipartite
graph G(U∪V,E) does not have a perfect matching, then there exists a subset
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A ⊆ U such that |Γ(A)| < |A|. Fix a nonempty subset A ⊆ U and a subset
B ⊆ V. Let |A| = a. Then we have
P(Γ(A) ⊆ B) = P(No node in A connects to any node in S\B)
= (1 − q)(n−|B|)a.
If the graph has no perfect matching, then by Hall’s theorem, there
must exist sets A and B such that
1. A ⊆ U, B ⊆ V,
2. |B| = |A| − 1,
3. Γ(A) ⊆ B.
Hence, by union bound over all possible subsets A ⊆ U and all possible corre-
sponding subsets B ⊆ V, we have




























· (1 − q)a(n−a+1), (A.2.1)
where the last inequality holds with equality if n is even.
We consider the case when n is large, in particular n > 2. Now, for
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n(1 − q)n ≤
na · na−1 · (1 − q)a(n−a+1)
n(1 − q)n
≤ n2a(1 − q)(n−a)(a−1)
≤ n2a(1 − q)na/6
= exp
(
































, since a > 1.
Hence, from (A.2.1), we have for any fixed ǫ > 0,
P(G has no perfect matching)













≤ 2n(1 − q)n · (1 + ǫ), for n large enough. (A.2.2)
Now, fix a node ui ∈ U. Let Ei denote the event that ui is an isolated
node. Then, P(Ei) = (1 − q)n. It follows that
P(G has no perfect matching) ≥ (1 − q)n.
Hence, putting ǫ = 0.5 in (A.2.2), we have (for large enough n)
(1 − q)n ≤ P(G has no perfect matching) ≤ 3n(1 − q)n. (A.2.3)
This completes the proof.
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A.3 Proof of Lemma 2.2
Fix the number of queues (and servers), n, large enough for Theorem
2.1 to hold, and consider the evolution of Q1 under the above service rule.
Q1(t) evolves according to a Markov chain with the following state-transition
probabilities:
p0 = P(Q1(t+ 1) = Q1(t) + 1) ≤ p · 3n(1 − q)n,
q0 = P(Q1(t+ 1) = Q1(t) − 1 ≥ 0) ≥ (1 − p)(1 − 3n(1 − q)n),
P(Q1(t+ 1) = Q1(t) +m) = 0, (A.3.1)
for all m /∈ {0, 1,−1}. Further, the evolution of Q1 is independent of the
states of, and arrivals to, all the other queues. Figure A.1 shows the transition
probabilities for Q1(t).
0 1 2 3
1 − p0 − q0 1 − p0 − q0 1 − p0 − q01 − p0
p0 p0 p0 p0
q0 q0q0 q0
Figure A.1: Markov chain for the evolution of the first queue
For ρ := p0/q0 < 1, the steady-state distribution of the Markov chain
in Figure A.1 is given by
P(Q1(t) = b) = (1 − ρ)ρb, ∀ b ≥ 0,
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implying P(Q1(t) > b) = ρ
b+1. Using (A.3.1), we get
P(Q1(t) > b) ≤
(
3pn(1 − q)n








for n large enough. The same calculation applies to each one of the queues from
Q2 to Qn, since the number of packets served from a queue Qi is independent
of all other queues and their respective arrivals; it is a function of the random































≥ (b+ 1) log 1
1 − q ,
which combined with (2.2.1), proves that the service rule under consideration
maximizes (2.1.3).
A.4 Proof of Lemma 2.3
Consider the evolution of Q1, starting from any state Q1(t). The follow-
ing event leads to {Q1(t+ b+ 1) > b}, irrespective of the channel realizations:
for b + 1 consecutive timeslots (t + 1, . . . , t + b + 1), there are arrivals to Q1.
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This event leads to Q1(t + b + 1) > b, since in a given timeslot, at most 1
packet can be served from any given queue. The probability of this event is












taking steps similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.1.
A.5 Proof of Theorem 2.3
Under any algorithm in the iLQF class, the queue-length vector
Q(t) := [Q1(t), Q2(t), . . . , Qn(t)]
T
forms a Markov chain on a countable state space, Wn, where W = {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
This is because the algorithm takes decisions based only upon the current
queue-lengths and arrivals and channel states. We consider a new Markov
chain
Z(t) := [Q(t), Q(t− 1), . . . , Q(t− k0 + 1)],
where we recall that k0 is the parameter in the Drain property.
Z(t) is a Markov chain under the given algorithm. We sample Z(t)
every kth0 time-slot to get a Markov chain
B(t) := Z(k0t).
The Markov chains B(t) and Z(t) have the same stationary distribution.
Let B(t) = [Bij(t)] with 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 1 ≤ j ≤ k0. Define B⋆(t) :=
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max1≤i≤nBi1(t) = max1≤i≤nQi(k0t). Let αn = 3n(1− q)n. Then, for all m, we
have:
P(B⋆(t+ 1) < m|B⋆(t) = m > 0) ≥ 1
2
(A.5.1)
P(B⋆(t+ 1) = m+ 1|B⋆(t) = m) ≤ k0αn
















P(B⋆(t+ 1) = m+ k0|B⋆(t) = m) ≤ αk0n
P(B⋆(t+ 1) > m+ k0|B⋆(t) = m) = 0. (A.5.2)
The inequality (A.5.1) follows from the Drain property in the statement of the
theorem, while the transition probability bounds in (A.5.2) follow from union
bound and Lemma 2.4.
Recall that the dominance property allows us to add packets to a queu-
ing system and the resulting tail probabilities are only larger than without the
packet additions. This motivates us to construct a queuing system R where the
packets are “carefully” added to ensure that the bounds in (A.5.1) and (A.5.2)
are met with equality, as explained in the following.
We consider a queuing system R that has the same sample-path wise
external arrivals and channel realizations as the system Q, and we add extra
packets to one of the longest queues in R at timeslots that are integer multiples
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of k0. Define






We want to ensure that the inequalities (A.5.1) and (A.5.2) are met with
equality if we replace B⋆(t) with B̃⋆(t), which will enable us to get bounds on
P(B̃⋆(t) > b), which will ultimately yield bounds on P(B⋆(t) > b). To this end,
define t′ := k0(t + 1) − 1, and for j such that −B̃⋆(t) ≤ j ≤ k0, consider the
sets of sample paths
Cj :=
{















where Ω is the space over which all the random variables are defined. Each
ω ∈ Ω belongs to precisely one of the sets Cj. The set Cj is the set of all sample
paths where the maximum queue length changes by j over the k0 timeslots
prior to and including the timeslot t′. This follows from the fact that in k0
timeslots, the maximum queue-length can increase by an amount at most k0,
and can possibly decrease to 0, therefore P(Cj) can possibly be nonzero only












is the queue-length of the queue Ri at the end of service in timeslot t
′ + 1 =
k0(t + 1), but before extra packets are added. The drain property therefore
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implies that




Matching the Downcrossing Probabilities:
Let j0 := min{j :
∑j
i=1 P(C−i) ≥ 0.5}. Such a j0 exists following the
explanation above.
1. If ω ∈ C−j with 0 ≤ j < j0, then add j packets to the smallest-indexed
element of the set Ξ, defined to be the set













2. If ω ∈ C−j with j > j0, then add j − 1 packets to the smallest-indexed
element of the set Ξ after the service in k0(t+ 1)
th timeslot is complete.
3. If ω ∈ C−j0 , then add j − 1 +D packets to the smallest-indexed element
of the set Ξ after the service in k0(t + 1)
th timeslot is complete, where
the random variable D is a Bernoulli random variable, independent of
all other random variables, with




Therefore, at this stage, if no further extra packets are added to the
system R, then we have (A.5.1) met with equality by B̃⋆(t), and the inequali-
ties (A.5.2) are obeyed by B̃⋆(t).
Matching the Upcrossing Probabilities: Similarly, we can add packets to the
system R in the timeslot k0(t+ 1) to ensure that both the inequalities (A.5.1)
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and (A.5.2) are met with equality. We skip details for the sake of brevity.
Finally, we know from Kolmogorov’s extension theorem ([8], Appendix A) that
there exists a well-defined probability space which supports all the random
variables necessary for the construction.
Thus, for the Markov chain B̃, B̃⋆(t) obeys the inequalities in (A.5.2)
with equality. Let the first column in the matrix B(t) be denoted by B1(t),
and similarly for B̃(t). Since B̃1(t) = R(k0t) and B1(t) = Q(k0t), we have for














We note that the Markov chain B̃(t) is positive recurrent for n large enough,
because it is aperiodic, irreducible and the Lyapunov function for any valid
state B̃ of the Markov chain is Lyap(B̃) = B̃⋆ (the reason this works is that the
maximum queue-length decreases by one with probability half, and increases
by a finite amount with an arbitrarily small probability when n is large – thus,
there is a negative drift whenever the value of the Lyapunov function is strictly
positive, and Foster’s theorem completes the proof).
Computing P(B̃⋆(0) > b) in the Steady State:
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Let πj := P(B̃(0) ∈ Vj), i.e., πj = P(B̃⋆(0) = j).
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Let Vj = {vj1 , vj2 , . . .}, σ(ji) = P(B̃(0) = vji) in the steady state, and
let p(i1, j2) denote the probability of transition from state vi1 to state vj2 for the
Markov chain B̃(t). Further, define Li := {i+1, (i−1)+, (i−2)+, . . . , (i−k0)+}.
































































P(B̃(0) ∈ Vy, B̃(1) ∈ Vj) =
∑
s∈Ly










⋆(1) = y|B̃⋆(0) = s). (A.5.4)
The conditional probabilities in (A.5.4) are given by the right-hand-sides in (A.5.2),
since (by construction) the Markov chain B̃ obeys these bounds with equality.
We consider n large enough, so that αn = 3n(1 − q)n ≤ 1. For m ≥ 0,
we prove the following statement about πm by induction:
g(m) : πm ≤ π0 · 5k0mαmn .
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Base Case:
Clearly, g(0) is true, since π0 = π0.
Induction Step:
Let g(0), g(1), . . . , g(m− 1) be true, and we need to prove g(m). From Equa-




































































π0 · 5k0(m−r)αm−rn αrn2k0
)

















since 2k+1 ≤ 5k−1 for all k ≥ 1. Here, the inequality (a) follows from induction
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hypothesis. Hence, by principle of mathematical induction, g(m) is true for





5k0m[3n(1 − q)n]m = 5
k0 [3n(1 − q)n]
1 − 5k0 [3n(1 − q)n]
n→∞→ 0.
















for n large enough. Further,
















k0(b+1)[3n(1 − q)n]b+1 1
1 − 5k0 [3n(1 − q)n]
≤ 2π05k0(b+1)[3n(1 − q)n]b+1,









[log 2 + log π0 + k0(b+ 1) log 5
+ (b+ 1) log(3n) + n(b+ 1) log(1 − q)]
Noting that lim supn(an+bn) ≤ lim supn an+lim supn bn and that lim supn→∞ 1n log π0 =
0 since π0 >
1
3





log P(B̃⋆(0) > b) ≥ (b+ 1) log 1
1 − q ,
and, by (2.2.1), the proof of Theorem 2.3 is complete.
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A.6 Proof of Lemma 2.5
We prove that if Mk is a matching, then so is Mk+1, and |Mk| = |Mk+1|.
We need to focus only on the case where in step 2 of PullUp, the node vk has
no incoming edge and there exists vl ∈ ∆(Gk, vk) with l > k. Let the path
from vk to vl be vk → ui1 → vj1 → ui2 → vj2 · · · → uic → vl. Let
Mk = {(ui1 , vj1), (ui2 , vj2), . . . , (uix , vjx)},
with vjc = vl, and vjy 6= vk for any y. Then, by definition,
Mk+1 = {(ui1 , vk), (ui2 , vj1), . . . , (uic , vic−1), (uic+1 , vjc+1), . . . , (uix , vjx)}.
Hence, |Mk+1| = |Mk|. Further, the edges in Mk+1 are node-disjoint because
all the nodes vk, vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vix are different. Hence, Mk+1 is a matching.
Therefore, M′ = PullUp(G,M,V) is a matching and |M′| = |M|.
A.7 Proof of Lemma 2.6
Consider a bipartite graph G(U∪V,E) with a given matching M, |U| =
|V| = n and |E| = m.
1. For each node vk ∈ V, the set of all nodes reachable from vk can be
found in O(m + n) computations via Depth First Search (DFS) (Theo-
rem 3.13 in [19]). Since m = O(n2) and there are at most n nodes from
which the set of reachable nodes needs to be found out, the operation
PullUp(G,M,V) can be completed in O(n3) operations.
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Let PullUp(G,M,V) = M′. If M 6= M′, then SUM(M) ≤ SUM(M′)−1.
Since SUM(M1) is O(n
2), the number of times the PullUp operation is
performed in the step 2b of the algorithm is O(n2).
The step 1 of the algorithm can be implemented in O(n) computations.
For step 2, the set QL can be found in O(n) computations. From [16], we
know that in a bipartite graph G(U ∪ V,E) with |U| = |V| = n and |E| = m,
it is possible to find a largest cardinality matching in O(m
√
n) computations.
Adding isolated dummy nodes if necessary, the graphGL can be made to have n
nodes on either side. Further, m = O(n2). A largest matching can therefore be
found withO(n2.5) computations. For any fixed server node, the set of all nodes
to which this server node has a path can be found by depth-first search (DFS)
in O(m + n) computations ([19], Thm. 3.13) and since m = O(n2), in O(n2)
computations. The step 2a can thus be performed in O(n3) computations,
while the step 2b can be performed in O(n4) computations. Noting that the
step 2b needs to be executed at most once, every round (except possibly the
last round) can be implemented in O(n3) computations, and the last round
can be performed in O(n4) computations.
By step 3, the number of rounds to be completed is at most L. However,
if QL = ∅ for a round, then no computations need to be performed for that
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round at all, since ML is the vacuous matching of cardinality 0. Hence, instead
of redefining L to L−1 in step 3, we can define L to be the length of the longest
queue at the end of that round, and the algorithm will result in the same set of
allocations of queues to servers as before. The maximum of the queue-lengths
can be obtained in O(n) computations. With this modification, the number
of rounds is at most n, since every round allocates at least one server, or else
it is the last round.
Thus, all the perfect matching rounds (i.e., except possibly the last
round of maximal matching) can be implemented in O(n4) computations, and
the last round of largest matching (step 2b) can be implemented in O(n4)
computations. Finally, the output (updated queue-lengths and server alloca-
tion decisions) can be reported in O(n) computations (memory reads), since
at most n of the Yij(t) are nonzero.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm can be implemented in O(n4) com-
putations per timeslot.
A.8 Proof of Lemma 2.7
Consider b > a. If the node va has an incoming edge in the graph Gb,
then it has an incoming edge in Gb+1, even if Gb 6= Gb+1. This is because if
Gb 6= Gb+1, then the node vb does not have an incoming edge in Gb and there
exists a path from vb to vc, c > b in Gb. Even if this path contains va, the
incoming edge to va (in Gb) becomes an outgoing edge, while another one of
va’s outgoing edges, on reversal, becomes an incoming edge, since the path
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cannot terminate on va. Hence, if va has an incoming edge in Ga+1, then it has
an incoming edge in Gn+1.
Now, let va ∈ V and assume that va has no incoming edge in Gn+1,
therefore inGa+1, implyingGa = Ga+1. The following notation is used through-
out this proof:
Na(b) = The set of all nodes reachable
from va in the graph Gb
Γ(Gb, va) = Na(b) ∩ U
∆(Gb, va) = Na(b) ∩ V
Ea = The set of edges in the graph Ga
(According to this notation, Na = Na(a).) Thus, we have ∆(Ga, va) ⊆ {v1, v2, . . . , va−1},
and Γ(Ga, va) = S1 ∪ S2, where
S1 = {ui : (ui, vj) ∈ Ma for some vj ∈ ∆(Ga, va)},
S2 = {ui : (vj, ui) ∈ Ea for some vj ∈ ∆(Ga, va),
and ui has no outgoing edge}.
To see this, note that any node vj ∈ ∆(Gb, va) has exactly one incoming
(forward) edge, since the forward edges belong to a matching. Therefore,
S1 ∪ S2 ⊆ Γ(Ga, va). Further, every node ui ∈ Γ(Ga, va) is reachable from
va, so if ui has an outgoing (forward) edge, it must, by definition, end on
some vj ∈ ∆(Ga, va), or else it must not have an outgoing edge. Hence,
Γ(Ga, va) = S1 ∪ S2.
We now prove the following statement, which immediately implies the
claim: for all b > a, if vb has no incoming edge in Gb, and there exists a path
from vb to vc (with c > b) in Gb, then that path does not contain any node
from Na. (⋆)
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Before proving the statement (⋆), let us see how it implies the claim
that in the graph Gn+1, there exists no directed path from va to any node vb
for b > a. Fix any b > a. If vb has an incoming edge, then we have Gb = Gb+1.
If vb has no incoming edge, and in the graph Gb there exists no path from vb to
vc for any c > b, then again Gb = Gb+1. If vb has no incoming edge in Gb and
there exists a path from vb to vc with c > b, then (by (⋆)) this path contains no
node from Na. Thus, in every possible scenario, the edge-configuration (i.e.,
the (directed and labeled) pattern of incoming and outgoing edges) for the
nodes in Na is the same in both the graphs Gb and Gb+1. Thus, if the node va
has no incoming edge in the graph Ga+1, then it does not have an incoming
edge in the graph Gn+1, proving the first part of the claim.
Now, if PullUp(G,M′,V) 6= M′, then the following is true: if all the
edges in G that belong to M′ are forward edges and all the other edges are
backward, then there exists a node va with no incoming edges, and has a
directed path to a node vb, with b > a. No such path exists by the previous
argument, completing the proof if (⋆) is true.
Proof of (⋆):
If the statement (⋆) is true, then the set of nodes in V reachable from
va under Ga is the same as those under Gb for any b > a, in particular for
b = n + 1. Suppose, for obtaining a contradiction, that the statement (⋆) is
false, and let b be the smallest index greater than a for which the statement is
false. Therefore, Na(a) = Na(b), since the edge-configurations for all the nodes
in Na(a) are unchanged under the transformations that convert the graph Ga
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to Gb, by definition of b. Let the path from vb to a node vc, c > b contain one
or more nodes from Na(a). Let this path be vb → ui1 → vj1 → ui2 → vj2 →
· · · → vjk = vc. This path does not contain any node from S2, since the nodes
in S2 have no outgoing edges. If the path contains a node ui ∈ S1, then it
contains the node vj for which (ui, vj) ∈ Eb, the only forward edge associated
with ui. Since the edge configurations of the nodes in Na(a) = Na(b) are the
same under the graphs Ga and Gb, we have (ui, vj) ∈ Ea. Hence, the path from
vb to vc contains at least one node from ∆(Ga, va) = ∆(Gb, va).
Define
j0 := min{j : vj /∈ Na(b) ∀ j ≥ j0}.
Since vc = vjk /∈ Na(b), we have 0 < j0 ≤ k. Then, vj0−1 ∈ Na(a), and the edge
vj0−1 → uj0 is present in Ga, since the edge configuration of vj0−1 is the same
under Ga and Gb. Hence, uj0 ∈ Na(a), and the edge configuration of uj0 is the
same under Ga and Gb, implying vj0 ∈ Na(a), a contradiction to the definition
of j0 since Na(a) = Na(b). Therefore, the statement (⋆) is true.
A.9 Proof of Lemma 2.8
The following notation is used throughout this proof:
Mr = The set of queues served in the r
th round, in the system R
Yr = The set of servers allocated in the r
th round, in the system R
Nr = The set of queues served in the r
th round, in the system Q
Zr = The set of servers allocated in the r
th round, in the system Q







i (t) and R
(r)
i (t) respectively. By definition, R
(0)




i := Qi(t−1)+Ai(t). Let R̂ := maxiR(0)i , Q̂ := maxiQ(0)i and w := R̂− Q̂.
Let there exist nR and nQ rounds of perfect matchings in the system R and Q
respectively.
Case 1: nR < w.
If a queue Ri was served even once in the nR rounds, then at the end of nR
rounds, R
(nR)
i = R̂ − nR > R̂ − w = Q̂. Since there are exactly nR rounds of
perfect matching in the system R,
Ri(t) ≥ R(nR)i − 1 ≥ Q̂ ≥ Qi(t).
If Ri was not served even once in the first nR rounds of perfect matching, but
was served in the last round of maximal matching, then
Ri(t) = R̂− (nR + 1) ≥ R̂− w = Q̂ ≥ Qi(t).
Finally, if the queue Ri was not served at all, then
Ri(t) = Ri(t− 1) + Ai(t) ≥ Qi(t− 1) + Ai(t) ≥ Qi(t),
and the claim is true in this case.
Case 2: nR = w.
We have R
(nR)
i ≥ R̂ − nR = Q̂, with equality holding if and only if R(0)i ≥ Q̂.
Let Rlast = {Ri1 , Ri2 , . . . , Ria} denote the set of longest (i.e. of length Q̂)
queues at the beginning of the maximal matching round for the system R,
with i1 < i2 < · · · < ia. Let Qfirst = {Qj1 , Qj2 , . . . , Qjb} denote the set
of longest queues in the system Q, at the beginning of the first round, with
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j1 < j2 < · · · < jb. Then, {j1, j2, . . . , jb} ⊆ {i1, i2, . . . , ia}. If the first round in
the system Q is a perfect matching round (i.e. nQ > 0), then all of the queues
in Qfirst are served, and only some of Rlast, and the claim is true because the
queues in the system R are not served for more than nR + 1 rounds.
Now, let nQ = 0. Let a queue Ric be served by a server Sa in the
(nR + 1)
th round, but Qic is not served in the 1
st (largest matching) round.
Then, Sa must serve a queue Qid with d < c, otherwise the size of the largest
matching can be strictly increased (∵ Xica = 1), or there exists a directed path
Qic → Sa → Qid , contradicting Lemma 2.7. The queue Rid must be served
by a server Se, otherwise there exists a directed path Rid → Sd → Ric , again
contradicting Lemma 2.7. The server Se must serve a queue Qif with f < c,
otherwise the size of the largest matching in Q can be strictly increased (by
allocating Se to Qid , Sa to Qic), or there exists a directed path Qic → Sa →
Qid → Se → Qif and f > c, contradicting the specifications of the algorithm
and in particular, Lemma 2.7. This process of finding newer servers and queues
in the two systems can be continued indefinitely, contradicting the finiteness
of the number of queues and servers in the system. Therefore, if a queue Ric
is served in the largest matching round of the system R, then so is Qic in the
system Q, and the claim holds in this case.
Case 3: nR > w.
We prove the following statement f(r), for 0 ≤ r ≤ nR − w, by induction:










i ≤ R(r+w)i for all i.
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Base case:
We need to prove that f(0) is true. Since N0 = ∅ and Z0 = ∅, we only
need to prove that Q
(0)





i ≥ R(0)i . If Ri was served in at least one of the first
w rounds of service, then R
(w)
i ≥ R̂− w = Q̂ ≥ Q(0)i . Hence, f(0) is true.
Induction step:
Suppose f(0), . . . , f(r − 1) are true for some r ≥ 1. We need to prove
f(r). Let Ri ∈ Mr+w. We prove that if R(r−1+w)i = Q(r−1)i , then Qi ∈ Nr.
Since Ri ∈ Mr+w, it was, at the beginning of that round, a longest queue.
Let Ri ∈ Mr+w be allocated a server Sa in the (r+w)th round. There-



















so the server Sa is available to serve Qi in the r
th round. Therefore, if there
exists a perfect matching in the system R in the (r + w)th round, then there
exists a perfect matching in the rth round in the system Q, and Qi ∈ Nr,
implying that Q
(r)
i ≤ R(r+w)i .
Now, for the purpose of obtaining a contradiction, let Sc ∈ Zr, and
Sc /∈ Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yr+w. Let Qi be served by Sc in the rth round, while Ri was
served by Sd in (r + w)
th round. Hence, d < c. Sd must serve some queue
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Qe in the system Q in r
th round, because otherwise it can replace Sc to serve
Qi and the server Sd was unused (in the system Q) until the beginning of the
rth round by induction hypothesis. Re, in turn, must be served by a server
Sf in the (r + w)
th round in the system R. We must have f < c, otherwise
there exists a connecting path Sc → Ri → Sd → Re → Sf and Sc cannot
remain unused in the system R, according to Lemma 2.7. This process can
be continued indefinitely, contradicting the fact that the number of queues
and servers is finite. Hence, Zr ⊆ Y1 ∪ Y2 ∪ · · · ∪ Yr+w, and the induction is
complete.
Hence, if we compare the state of the system R after nR rounds of
perfect matching (i.e. at the beginning of the maximal matching round) and
Q at the end of nQ − w rounds of perfect matching, we have the following:
1. The set of unallocated servers available in the system Q is a superset of
the set of unallocated servers available in the system R.
2. The set of longest queues in the system Q is a subset of the set of longest
queues in the system R.
As before, let Rlast = {Ri1 , Ri2 , . . . , Ria} denote the set of longest
queues at the beginning of the maximal matching round for the system R,
with i1 < i2 < · · · < ia. Let Qfirst = {Qj1 , Qj2 , . . . , Qjb} denote the set
of longest queues in the system Q, at the beginning of the (nR − w + 1)th
round, with j1 < j2 < · · · < jb. Then, {j1, j2, . . . , jb} ⊆ {i1, i2, . . . , ia}. If
the (nR − w + 1)th round in the system Q is a perfect matching round (i.e.
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nQ > nR − w), then all of the queues in Qfirst are served, and only some of
Rlast, and the claim is true because the queues in the system R are not served
for more than nR + 1 rounds.
Now, let nQ = nR − w. We need to prove that if a queue Ri is served
in the largest matching round of the system R, then so is Qi in the system Q.
The proof is almost identical to that of the case nR = w, and is skipped to
avoid repetition. Therefore, the proof of the theorem is complete.
A.10 Proof of Lemma 2.9
Let
M = {(ui1 , vj1), (ui2 , vj2), . . . , (uix , vjx)},
M⋆ = {(ui1 , vk1), (ui2 , vk2), . . . , (uix , vkx)},
with ky ≤ a for all y ∈ {1, 2, . . . , x}. For obtaining a contradiction, if possible,
let there exist an edge (uic , vb) ∈ M′ with c ≤ x and b > a. Then there exists
a node vkd , d ≤ x, such that no edge in M′ has vkd as one of its endpoints. Let
(uid , vα1) ∈ M′ for some α1 < kd (by Lemma 2.7). Therefore, in the matching
M⋆, the node vα1 is an endpoint of some edge (uβ1 , vα1), else there exists a
directed path in G‡ from vα1 to vkd , namely vα1 → uid → vkd , contradicting
property 3 of M⋆ as required by the statement of the Lemma. There must exist
an edge (uβ1 , vα2) ∈ M′, with α2 < kd by Lemma 2.7. Hence, the node vα2 is
an endpoint of an edge in M⋆, since there exists a directed path vα2 → uβ1 →
vα1 → uid → vkd . This process can be continued indefinitely, contradicting the
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finiteness of the number of nodes in U ∪ V. Hence, the proof is complete.
A.11 Proof of Theorem 2.5
Fix any ǫ ∈ (0, α). By (2.6.2), there exists a strictly increasing sequence





i ∈ (α− ǫ, α + ǫ).
Hence, in the system Υ′nk , there exists a queue Q
[nk]
ik
that has the packet-
arrival probability at least α− ǫ. Consider the following event that, under any
scheduling algorithm, implies {Q[nk]ik (0) > b}: for b + 1 consecutive timeslots
before (and including) timeslot 0, there are arrivals to Q
[nk]
ik




to the servers are OFF in each of the b + 1 timeslots.








i (0) > b
)












i (0) > b
)
≤ (b+ 1) log 1
1 − q ,
and the result is proved.1
1We are using the following results:
1. For two sequences of real numbers {an} and {bn} with an ≥ bn for infinitely many
values of n, we have
lim inf
n→∞




A.12 Proof of Theorem 2.6
From (2.6.2), it follows that there exists a natural number n0 such that









Consider a sequence of systems {Υ′′n}. The channel process of the system Υ′′n
is identical to that of the system Υ′n (and Υn), but the arrival process is given
by A′′
[n]
i (t) = A
′[n]





1 with probability 1+α
2
,
0 with probability 1 − 1+α
2
,
for n ≥ n0. Further, let {A′[n]i (t) = 1} ⇒ {A′′[n]i (t) = 1}. By Kolmogorov’s
extension theorem ([8], Appendix A), there exists a probability space on which
the above construction is valid and well-defined. Let the two systems Υ′n and
Υ′′n be started with the same initial queue-lengths. Then, by the sample-path-
wise dominance property of the iLQF with PullUp algorithm (Lemma 2.8), it















i (0) > b
)
.
The sequence of systems Υ′′n, for n ≥ n0 is identical to the one considered in
Section 2.1, in particular a symmetric arrival system. Hence, Theorem 2.4
2. For a sequence {an}, we have
lim inf
n→∞















i (0) > b
)
≥ (b+ 1) log 1
1 − q .
The result follows by combining the last two inequalities.
A.13 Proof of Theorem 2.7
Consider the following event which implies {Q1(0) > b} under any





consecutive timeslots before (and includ-
ing) timeslot 0, there are L arrivals per timeslots to Q1, and all the channels
connecting Q1 to the servers are OFF in each of these timeslots. The proba-
bility of this event is pm(1 − q)nm, and the result follows.
A.14 Proof of Lemma 2.11
Let ℓt = m. By adding packets to the queues if necessary, we ensure
Qi(t) = m for all i. By the sample-path-wise dominance property of the iLQF
with PullUp algorithm (Lemma 2.8), we know that the probability of overflow
of the packet-added system is at least as large as that of the original system.








i (t+ 1) ≥ np̃L
)
≤ exp {−nH(p̃|p)} .
Consider the event when in the (t+ 1)th timeslot, the number of queues with
a nonzero number of arrivals does not exceed np̃. Adding packets to queues
if necessary, let the number of queues with L packet arrivals in the timeslot
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(t + 1) be exactly np̃. By the sample-path-wise dominance property of the
iLQF with PullUp algorithm (Lemma 2.8), by adding packets to the queues
we get a system whose overflow probability is larger than the original system.
We focus our analysis on this packet-added system.
First round of service:
With probability ≥ 1− exp {−nH(p̃|p)}, the queue-length distribution at the
beginning of the first round of service is:
Queue-length Number of queues
m+ L np̃
m n(1 − p̃)
There exists a perfect matching between the set of the longest queues and
the first np̃ servers with probability at least 1 − 3np̃(1 − q)np̃, by Lemma 2.1.
Hence, using this matching for M⋆ in Lemma 2.9, it follows that the first np̃
servers are allocated to serve the longest queues in the first round, decreasing
their queue-lengths by one each. Thus, the queue-length distribution at the
end of the first round of service is:
Queue-length Number of queues
m+ L− 1 np̃
m n(1 − p̃)
The servers with indices greater than np̃ are available for allocation in the
subsequent rounds, if any.
rth round of service, for 1 < r ≤ L:
Let the queue-length distribution at the beginning of rth round of service be:
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Queue-length Number of queues
m+ L− (r − 1) np̃
m n(1 − p̃)
Then, by an argument exactly as in the case r = 1, it follows that
with probability at least 1 − 3np̃(1 − q)np̃, the servers with indices in the set
{(r−1)np̃+1, (r−1)np̃+2, . . . , rnp̃} are allocated to serve the longest queues,
so that the queue-length distribution at the end of the rth round of service is:
Queue-length Number of queues
m+ L− r np̃
m n(1 − p̃)
The servers with indices greater than rnp̃ are available for allocation in the
subsequent rounds, if any.
Further, by Lemma 2.9, the event of finding a bipartite perfect matching
between the set of longest queues and the set of servers indexed (r− 1)np̃+ 1
to rnp̃ (in the rth round) is conditionally independent of all previous rounds,
conditioned on the existence of perfect matchings in the earlier rounds, such
that for all s < r, the round s resulted in allocation of a (perfect) matching
between the set of longest queues and the set of servers indexed (s− 1)np̃+ 1



























≤ 1 − (1 − exp(−Θ1))(1 − Θ2)L
≤ 1 − (1 − exp(−Θ1))(1 − LΘ2)
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= exp(−Θ1) + LΘ2 − LΘ2 exp(−Θ1)
≤ exp(−Θ1) + LΘ2
= exp(−nH(p̃|p)) + LΘ2.
Thus, the proof is complete.
A.15 Proof of Lemma 2.12
To simplify notation, let T = 0 and ℓ0 = m in a queuing system Q.
Consider a queuing system Q′ where Q′i(0) = m for all i, implying Q
′
i(0) ≥
Qi(0) for all i, and this property continues to hold for all further timeslots
if the arrivals and the channel realizations are identical for the two systems
(Lemma 2.8). Hereafter in this proof, we will not make references to the system
Q.
Fix p̃ ∈ (p, 1/L). The probability that in a given timeslot there are, in
all, more than np̃ queues with a nonzero number of arrivals is upper bounded
by exp(−nH(p̃|p)) (by the Chernoff bound). Hence, by union bound, the
probability that there are no more than np̃ queues with a nonzero number
of arrivals in any of the k consecutive timeslots from 1 to k is at least 1 −
k exp(−nH(p̃|p)). We condition the rest of the proof on this (high probability)
event, and further (if necessary), in every timeslot, we artificially add packets
to queues that did not receive packets to enforce the condition that the number
of queues receiving L packets is exactly np̃.
Timeslot 1:
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After packet arrivals, there are np̃ queues each with a length = m + L, and
the rest with a length = m. Following an analysis similar to that in the proof
of Lemma 2.11, there is service for at least L rounds with probability at least
(1 − 3n(1 − p̃)(1 − q)n(1−p̃))L, so that after L rounds of service, all the queues
have a length = m and there exist n(1− p̃L) unallocated servers, with indices
{n(1−p̃L)+1, n(1−p̃L)+2, . . . , n}. In the (L+1)th round of service, there exists
a matching of cardinality n(1− p̃L) between the set of unallocated servers and
the set of longest queues (i.e. the set of all the queues) with probability at least
1− 3n(1− p̃L)(1− q)n(1−p̃L), so that (with high probability) the queue-length
distribution at the end of the first timeslot is:
Queue-length Number of queues
m np̃L
m− 1 n(1 − p̃L)
Beyond Timeslot 1:
Fix a timeslot t0. At the beginning of timeslot t0, let the queue-length distri-
bution be as follows:
Queue-length Number of queues
m x
m− 1 n− x
Fix arbitrary constants p′ ∈ (p̃, 1/L) and δ ∈ (0, (1−p′L)/2). We prove that if
ℓt0 = m, then the system has served at least np
′L packets in timeslot t0 with
high probability. To this end, consider the queue-length distribution at the
beginning of the first round of service, given by:
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Queue-length Number of queues
m+ L y
m+ L− 1 np̃− y
m x− y
m− 1 n− x− np̃+ y
Define z := max(y, nδ). In the bipartite graph defined by the set of these
longest queues and the set of servers indexed 1 to z, and the edges defined by
the channel realizations, there exists a perfect matching with probability at
least
1 − 3z(1 − q)z
(a)
≥ 1 − 3nδ(1 − q)nδ,
i.e. high probability for n large. Here, the inequality (a) holds for n large.
Hence, with high probability, the queue-length distribution at the end of the
first round of service is:
Queue-length Number of queues
m+ L− 1 np̃
m x− y
m− 1 n− x− np̃+ y
Further, the servers indexed higher than z are available for allocations. For the
next L−1 rounds, the system will proceed (with high probability; the analysis
being very similar to the first timeslot) to reach the following queue-length
distribution:
Queue-length Number of queues
m x− y + np̃
m− 1 n− x− np̃+ y
At the end of the first L rounds of service, the total number of packets served
equals y + (L − 1)np̃ and the servers indexed from z + (L − 1)np̃ + 1 to n
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are available for allocation, and by Lemma 2.9, the existence or non-existence
of matchings involving these servers and the set of queues is independent of
all the previous L rounds. Let S⋆ denote the set of the servers indexed from
z + (L− 1)np̃+ 1 to n.
Case 1: z = y ≥ nδ.
|S⋆| = n − y − (L − 1)np̃ ≥ n − nLp̃ = n(1 − Lp̃), since y ≤ np̃. Thus, the
number of servers available for allocation is at least a constant fraction of n.
Since ℓt0 = m, and the number of servers available at the beginning of the
(L + 1)th round (where the longest queues are of length = m) is at least a
constant fraction of n, we must have the number of longest queues more than
the number of available servers, with high probability (using Lemma 2.1).
Hence, we have
x− y + np̃ ≥ |S⋆| − nδ ≥ nL(p′ − p̃),
with high probability. Hence, with high probability (because of Lemma 2.9),
the number of packets served in the (L + 1)th round is at least |S⋆| − nδ ≥
nL(p′ − p̃). Thus, the total number of packets served in timeslot t0 is at least
(n− |S⋆|) + |S⋆| − nδ = n(1 − δ) ≥ np′L, since δ < 1 − p′L.
Case 2: z = nδ ≥ y.
|S⋆| = n−nδ− (L− 1)np̃ = n(1− δ− (L− 1)p̃). Again, since ℓt0 = m, we have
x− y + np̃ ≥ |S⋆| − nδ ≥ nL(p′ − p̃),
with high probability. Hence, with high probability (because of Lemma 2.9),
the number of packets served in the (L + 1)th round is at least |S⋆| − nδ ≥
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nL(p′ − p̃). Thus, with high probability, the total number of packets served in
timeslot t0 is at least n(L−1)p̃+ |S⋆|−nδ = n(L−1)p̃+n(1−2δ−(L−1)p̃) ≥
np′L. since δ < (1 − p′L)/2.
Further, since ℓt0 = m, no queues with length m− 1 are served by the
specifications of the algorithm, so that at the end of timeslot t0, the queue-
length distribution remains of the form:
Queue-length Number of queues
m x′
m− 1 n− x′
Therefore, in timeslot t0, if ℓt0 = m, then the difference between the
number of packets served and packet arrivals is at least nL(p′ − p̃) with high
probability. Hence, with high probability, for k = ⌈ 1
L(p′−p̃)⌉, there exists a
timeslot t ≤ k such that ℓt < m, and hence ℓk < m with high probability
by Lemma 2.4 (and also because the intersection of a finite number of high
probability events is a high probability event, which follows from the union
bound). For concreteness, choosing p̃ = p+ 1/L−p
3












for all n large enough, all m > 0 and all T .
A.16 Proof of Theorem 2.8
As a result of Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12, and adding dummy packets if nec-
essary, we obtain a system whose queue-length process is a stochastic process
with the following properties:
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1. In a given timeslot, the maximum queue-length either remains unchanged,
or increases by an amount L. If the timeslot index is a multiple of k (from
Lemma 2.12), then the maximum queue-length may also decrease by 1,
in addition to remaining unchanged or increasing by an amount L.
2. The probability that in a given timeslot, the queue-length increases by
an amount L, is at most
2 max
(
exp(−nH(p̃|p)), 3nLp̃(1 − q)np̃
)
,
for all p̃ ∈ (p, 1/L). In particular, p̃ = (1/L+ p)/2 is a valid choice.
3. Let k be the parameter from Lemma 2.12. For an integer T, if the
maximum queue-length in the system at the end of the timeslot T is
positive, then over the next k timeslots, it decreases by at least 1 with
probability at least 1/2.
By the sample-path-wise dominance property of the iLQF with PullUp
algorithm (Lemma 2.8), the probability of finite buffer overflow of the modified
queue-length process is an upper bound on the probability of finite buffer
overflow in the original system. Hence, we analyze the modified process that
has the three properties described above.
By an argument similar to the one presented in Appendix A.5, the
queue-length process is stable (the Lyapunov function that equals the max-
imum queue-length works here too). Arguing along the same lines as the
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Markov-chain coupling proof in the Appendix A.5, we get for all p̃ ∈ (p, 1/L),






















1 − q ,H(p̃|p)
)
,
completing the proof since the right hand side is strictly positive for all b ≥ 0.
A.17 Proof of Theorem 2.9
The proof is based upon essentially the same ideas and techniques as
that of Theorem 2.8, but requires more extensive notation and careful count-
ing. In particular, using Lemma 2.1, we upper-bound the probability that the
maximum queue-length increases in a given timeslot, lower-bound the prob-
ability that in a (suitable, independent of n) constant number of timeslots,
the maximum queue-length decreases by at least 1 if it were positive earlier,
use sample-path-wise dominance property of the iLQF with PullUp algorithm
(Lemma 2.8) to obtain a system where the maximum queue-length change
probabilities match the bounds, and use a Markov chain coupling argument
to get bounds on the steady-state probabilities of the maximum queue-length.
We skip the details.
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Appendix B
Proofs for Chapter 3
B.1 Proof of Lemma 3.1
If pK̄ > 1, then the mean number of packet arrivals to the system in
a given timeslot (= npK̄) is more than the maximum number of packets that
can be served in that timeslot (= n), since one server can serve at most one
packet. Thus, under any algorithm, the system is unstable.
Consider the case pK̄ < 1. A server Sj can potentially serve a queue Qi
in timeslot t if Xij(t) > 0. Consider a scheduling rule that, in every timeslot,
allocates a server Sj uniformly at random to one of the queues that it can
potentially serve. Elementary calculations (Theorem 2.2) show that the ex-
pected number of packets that can be served from any given queue in a given






Then for all n ≥ n0, we have pK̄ < (1− (1− q)n), and every queue (and thus,
the system) is stable.
B.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2
Fix any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We prove that the contribution of the server
Sj to the weights of the schedules under the iHLQF rule and the MaxWeight
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rule cannot differ by more than nµ̂2. Once we prove this, the desired result
follows by taking a summation over j = 1 to n.
1. Suppose that under the iHLQF-rule Λ, the server Sj is allocated to some
queue, Qbj . If bj = cj, then we have ℓbjXbjj(t) = ℓcjXcjj(t) and the server
Sj contributes the same weight to both the rules, by the definition of cj.
Hence, we focus on the case bj 6= cj. Further, WLG let Xcjj(t) > 0.
We first show that under the iHLQF rule, the server Sj is allocated
to serve a queue of length at least ℓcj − nµ̂. Consider the case when
L = ℓcj , i.e., the round in the algorithm when the queues of length ℓcj
are considered for server allocation. (If the algorithm never reaches a
stage when the queues of length = ℓcj are considered for service, then
as the condition 1a below makes clear, there is nothing to prove.) The
following is an exhaustive list of possibilities regarding Sj at this stage:
(a) Sj is not available for allocation in this round.
(b) Sj is allocated in the round when L = ℓcj .
(c) Sj is available for allocation, but not allocated to serve in this round
(when L = ℓcj).
Under the condition 1a, the server Sj has already been allocated to a
queue with length more than ℓcj and there is nothing to prove. Under
the condition 1b, it serves a queue of length ℓcj , and the claim holds.
Under condition 1c, the queue Qcj must be allocated a server, else the
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weight of the matching can be strictly increased by allocating Sj to Qcj .
As a result of allocation, the (updated) length of Qcj is at least ℓcj − µ̂.
Consider the round when Qcj is again considered for service. Repeating
the above argument, either Sj is allocated to serve a queue of length
≥ ℓcj − µ̂, or Qcj is allocated a server, that reduces its length further
but no less than ℓcj − 2µ̂. Since there are only n servers available for
allocation, the server Sj is allocated to serve a queue of length at least
ℓcj − nµ̂.
Further, since (by construction) the server Sj serves a queue Qi only if
Xij(t) ≥ Xcjj(t), we have
ℓbjXbjj(t) ≥ (ℓcj − nµ̂)Xcjj(t) ≥ ℓcjXcjj(t) − nµ̂2,
since Xij(t) ≤ µ̂ for all i, j.
2. Consider the case when the iHLQF rule Λ does not allocate the server Sj
to any queue. This can only happen if ℓcj ≤ (n−1)µ̂, and if all the packets
in the queue Qcj are served by the allocations under the rule Λ. For if
not, then the server Sj can be allocated to Qcj , which is a non-empty
queue, contradicting the termination condition of the algorithm. But,
the “weight” that the server Sj contributes to the MaxWeight schedule
is ℓcjXcjj(t), by definition of cj. Since ℓcj ≤ nµ̂ and Xcjj(t) ≤ µ̂, it
follows that the server Sj’s contribution to the weight of the MaxWeight
schedule is at most nµ̂2.
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Thus, we have demonstrated that the contribution of server Sj to the weighs
of the schedules under the iHLQF rule and the MaxWeight rule cannot differ
by more than nµ̂2, completing the proof.
B.3 Proof of Lemma 3.3
Step 1 in the definition of the iHLQF-class rules (Definition 3.1) can
be implemented in O(n2) computations. Step 2 can be implemented in O(n2)
computations. From [9], we know that in an edge-weighted bipartite graph
(in fact, in any edge-weighted graph with O(n) nodes), the maximum weight
matching can be found in O(n3) computations, implying that step 3 can be
implemented in O(n3) computations (since tie-breaking between the maximum
weight matchings can be arbitrary). In step 4, instead of decrementing L by
1, find the length L′ of the longest queue(s) whose length is at most L−1, and
set L = L′. This modification results in the same allocation decisions as the
original algorithm, resulting in Step 4 requiring O(n) computations. Further,
every execution of steps 3 and 4 removes at least one server or one queue from
further consideration (by allocating a server, or by not being able to allocate
any server to a queue of length L, leaving its length at L > L′). To begin
with, the system has 2n servers + queues, implying that the steps 3 and 4
together take O(n4) operation overall. Finally the output can be reported in
O(n) computations (memory reads) by keeping track of the allocations in a
server allocation vector. Thus, the algorithm can be implemented in O(n4)
computations per timeslot.
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B.4 Proof of Theorem 3.3
Fix any integer T, and consider the queues at the end of timeslot T.
Define γn := 1 − e−
√
n, and p′ := p/2.
Timeslot T + 1:
By the Chernoff bound, there exists an integer n1 such that for all n ≥ n1,
with probability at least1 γn, at least np
′ queues see arrivals in timeslot T +1.
Define α := −2/ log(1 − q). Fix an integer N such that for all n ≥ N, we
have α log n ≥ 1. Define β := α log n, and consider the first β queues in the
order of priority for service (after arrivals). In particular, the first queue in
the order of priority is the longest queue with the smallest index, the second
one is the longest queue with the second smallest index or the second longest
queue with the smallest index, and so on. Let the set of these queues be Q⋆ :=
{Qi1 , Qi2 , . . . , Qiβ}. Let Ej denote the event that server Sj is not connected

















Thus, with probability at least 1 − 1/n, each one of the servers is con-
nected to a queue in Q⋆. By the definition of the MaxWeight rule, a server
connected to one of the queues in Q⋆ is allocated to one of the queues in Q⋆.
Since |Q⋆| = β and at least np′ queues had packet arrivals, it follows that at
1The Chernoff bound actually gives a much stronger result, with the probability of the
desired event being at least 1 − e−cn for some constant c > 0. But a weaker result implied
by the Chernoff bound, as stated here, suffices for our purpose.
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the end of timeslot T +1, the system has at least np′−α log n queues at length
1. By the union bound (for n ≥ max(N,n1)), the probability of this event is
at least 1− (1/n+ e−
√
n). Let this set of queues (of length at least 1) be called
A1.
Timeslot T + 2:
The arrivals in the timeslot T + 2 are independent of all the random variables
involved in the definition of the set A1. Thus, by appropriately using the
Chernoff bound, there exists an integer n2 such that for all n ≥ n2, with
probability at least γn, at least p
′ fraction of queues in the set A1 see arrivals
in timeslot T +2. By an argument similar to that for Timeslot T +1, it follows
that, with probability at least 1 − 1/n, no more than α log n of the queues
receive service. Combining the results for the timeslots and using the union
bound, we have the following conclusion: for all n ≥ max(N,n1, n2), with
probability at least 1 − 2(1/n + e−
√
n), there exists a set A2 of queues such
that:
• |A2| ≥ p′(np′ − α log n) − α log n ≥ np′2 − 2α log n.
• Each queue in A2 has a length at least 2.
Continuing this way (formally, by induction), the following claim holds:
at the end of timeslot T + b+ 1, for n ≥ max(N,n1, n2, . . . , nb+1), with prob-
ability at least 1− (b+ 1)(1/n+ e−
√
n), there exists a set Ab+1 of queues such
that:
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• |Ab+1| ≥ p′(np′b − bα log n) − α log n, implying |Ab+1| ≥ np′b+1 − (b +
1)α log n.
• Each queue in Ab+1 has a length at least b+ 1.
There exists an integer n0 such that for all n ≥ n0, we have np′b+1 −
(b + 1)α log n ≥ 1 and (b + 1)(1/n + e−
√
n) ≤ 1/2. Hence, for a system with
n ≥ max(N,n0, n1, . . . , nb+1), with at least a probability 1/2 and starting with
any initial configuration of queue-lengths, we have a queue of length b + 1 at
the end of a further b + 1 timeslots. Thus even for large n, the small buffer
overflow event occurs with at least a constant probability, and the proof is
complete.
B.5 Proof of Lemma 3.4
Let Assumption 3.2 hold. In a given timeslot t, the MaxWeight rule
needs to find, for every server Sj, a queue Qi that maximizes the product
of the instantaneous channel rate Xij(t) and the length of queue Qi after
packet arrivals (if any). Thus, for every server, the rule needs to perform
n multiplications. All the n multiplications are necessary: not performing
even one of these multiplications (in the worst case) can lead to an incorrect
allocation. Further, since all the channels are mutually independent, each
server needs n separate computations, i.e., the calculations not involvingX·j(t)
are useless for Sj. Since there are n servers in the system, any implementation
of the MaxWeight rule requires Ω(n2) computations per timeslot.
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B.6 Proof of Lemma 3.5
Fix any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We prove that the contribution of the server
Sj to the weights of the schedules under the SSG rule and the MaxWeight rule
cannot differ by more than nµ̂2. Once we prove this, the desired result follows
by taking a summation over j = 1 to n.
1. Suppose that under the SSG rule, the server Sj is allocated to some queue
Qaj , while under the MaxWeight rule, it is allocated to Qbj . If aj = bj,
then we have ℓajXajj(t) = ℓbjXbjj(t) and the server Sj contributes the
same weight to both the rules. Hence, we focus on the case aj 6= bj. In
this case, Qbj is connected to server Sj, but does not get served by Sj







≥ Xbjj(t)(ℓbj − nµ̂)
≥ Xbjj(t)ℓbj − nµ̂2.
Here, the inequality (a) holds because ℓaj = Q
(0)
aj (t) ≥ Q(j−1)aj (t), since
queue-lengths can only monotonically decrease as the successive rounds
proceed (recall that the arrivals occur before round 1). The inequality
(b) holds because in round j, the SSG rule allocates server Sj to a queue
that maximizes the product of the channel-rate and queue-length. The
inequality (c) holds because any given queue can receive at most µ̂ units
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of service in a given round (of SSG), implying that the length of Qbj
after j − 1 rounds is at least ℓbj − (j − 1)µ̂ ≥ ℓbj − nµ̂. It follows that
Xajj(t)ℓaj ≥ Xbjj(t)ℓbj − nµ̂2.
2. Consider the case when the SSG rule does not allocate the server Sj to
any queue, but the MaxWeight rule assigns it to the queue Qbj . This
can only happen if ℓbj ≤ (j − 1)µ̂, and if all the packets in the queue
Qaj are served by the allocations under the SSG rule, before the server
Sj is considered for service in the j
th round. For if not, then the server
Sj can be allocated to Qbj , which is a non-empty queue, contradicting
the definition of the algorithm. But, the “weight” that the server Sj
contributes to the MaxWeight schedule is ℓbjXbjj(t). Since ℓbj ≤ nµ̂ and
Xbjj(t) ≤ µ̂, it follows that the server Sj’s contribution to the weight of
the MaxWeight schedule is at most nµ̂2.
Thus, we have demonstrated that the contribution of server Sj to the weighs
of the schedules under the SSG rule and the MaxWeight rule cannot differ by
more than nµ̂2, completing the proof.
B.7 Proof of Theorem 3.5
The proof of this Theorem is on the same lines as that of Theorem 1
in [10], which establishes the following: consider a service rule R that, in every
timeslot, picks a schedule whose weight is an arbitrarily high fraction of that
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of the MaxWeight schedule whenever the sum of the queue lengths is large
enough. Then, the rule R makes the system stable in the mean, and positive
recurrent under the stated conditions. That proof applies almost unchanged
when the weight of the schedule selected by the candidate policy R is at
most an additive constant smaller than the maximum possible, provided that
this constant is independent of the queue-lengths and is a function of system
parameters only. This result and Lemma 3.5 complete the proof.
B.8 Proof of Lemma 3.6
We need to prove that Q
(n)
i (t+ 1) ≤ R(n)i (t+ 1) for all i. Suppose that
for some k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we have
Q
(k−1)
i (t+ 1) ≤ R(k−1)i (t+ 1), ∀i.
We need to prove that Q
(k)
i (t+ 1) ≤ R(k)i (t+ 1) for all i, and the proof would
be complete by the principle of mathematical induction.
Let in the system R, server Sk be allocated to serve queue Rj. If (in
the system Q) the server Sk is allocated to serve Qj, then there is nothing




j (t+ 1) < Q
(k−1)
r (t+ 1) for some r, and Sk is connected to Qr, i.e.,




j (t + 1) = Q
(k−1)
m (t + 1) for some m < j, and the queues Qj, Qm
are both among the longest queues connected to Sk, so according to the
tie-breaking rule, queue Qm is served in the k
th round.
In case 1, we have (by hypothesis)
Q
(k−1)
j (t+ 1) < Q
(k−1)
r (t+ 1) ≤ R(k−1)r (t+ 1),
and R
(k−1)
r (t+1) ≤ R(k−1)j (t+1) by the definition of the SSG rule. (Otherwise,
Sk would have been allocated to serve Rr because Xrk(t + 1) = 1.) Hence,
irrespective of the allocation of Sk (in the system Q), we have Q
(k)
j (t + 1) ≤
R
(k)
j (t+ 1), and consequently R
(k)
i (t+ 1) ≥ Q(k)i (t+ 1) for all i.
In case 2, we must have
Q
(k−1)





j (t+ 1) = R
(k−1)
j (t+ 1), then
R
(k−1)
j (t+ 1) = Q
(k−1)
j (t+ 1) = Q
(k−1)
m (t+ 1) ≤ R(k−1)m (t+ 1),
and m < j implies that in the system R, server Sk must have been allocated
to Rm and not Rj. Therefore, we have Q
(k−1)
j (t+1) < R
(k−1)
j (t+1), and hence
Q
(k)
j (t+ 1) ≤ R(k)j (t+ 1), implying R(k)i (t+ 1) ≥ Q(k)i (t+ 1) for all i.
B.9 Proof of Lemma 3.8
Define L(t) := max1≤i≤nQi(t). For some timeslot t, let L(t) = m.
Adding dummy packets if necessary, we consider a system where all the queues
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are of length m at the end of timeslot t, and by doing so, we get only a
“worse” system, a system with sample-pathwise longer queues for all future
times, thanks to Lemma 3.6.
Now, fix any p′ ∈ (p, 1). By the Chernoff bound, there exists an integer
n0 such that for all n ≥ n0, the probability that in timeslot t + 1, more than
np′ queues have arrivals is no more than exp(−nH(p′|p)). We condition on the
(high probability) event of having at most np′ queues with a nonzero number
of arrivals. Again, adding packets if necessary, ensure that exactly np′ queues
see arrivals in timeslot t+ 1, so that after arrivals, the queue-length profile is
the following:
Queue-length Number of queues
m+ 1 np′
m n(1 − p′)
Fix any δ ∈ (0, q(1−p′)
2−q ), so that 2δ/q < 1 − p′ + δ. Let Z denote the
event that the first n(p′ − δ) servers each serve a longest queue (i.e., a queue





P (Si does not serve a longest queue | Sj





P(All the channels connecting Si to the





(1 − q)np′−(i−1) ≤ n(1 − q)nδ.
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Therefore, for n large enough, Z is a high probability event. Condi-
tioned on Z, the queue-length profile at the end of exactly n(p′ − δ) rounds of
service is the following:
Queue-length Number of queues
m+ 1 nδ
m n(1 − δ)
Consider the system configuration after n(p′ − δ) rounds of service. There
are n(1 − p′ + δ) servers left for allocation, which (because of the choice of
δ) is more than 2nδ/q. By the Chernoff bound and after a little algebra, the
probability that a given longest queue is connected to less than nδ of the
remaining servers is at most exp(−2nδH( q
2
|q)/q), implying that (by the union
bound) the probability that any one of the longest queues is connected to
less than nδ servers is at most nδ exp(−2nδH( q
2
|q)/q). Thus, by Lemma 3.7,
with probability at least 1− nδ exp(−2nδH( q
2
|q)/q), all the remaining longest
queues are served.
Therefore, by the union bound, the probability that in a given timeslot,
at least one of the longest queues is not served is no more than exp(−nH(p′|p))+
n(1 − q)nδ + nδ exp(−2nδH( q
2
|q)/q), completing the proof.
B.10 Proof of Lemma 3.9
We first prove an auxiliary claim.
Claim B.1. Let the queue-length profile at the beginning of timeslot T be the
following:
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Queue-length Number of queues
m α
m− 1 n− α
Fix p′ ∈ (p, 1) and δ ∈ (0, q(1−p′)
2(2−q) ). In particular, let p




. Define ǫ := q(1 − p′ − 2δ(2
q
− 1))/2. Then, there exists θ > 0 and
an integer n0 such that for all n ≥ n0, with probability at least 1 − e−nθ (and
adding dummy packets if necessary), the queue-length profile at the beginning
of the timeslot T + 1 is
Queue-length Number of queues
m (α− nǫ)+
m− 1 n− (α− nǫ)+.
The proof of this claim is based upon an intersection of a finite number
of high probability events (each of which occurs with probability at least 1 −
e−nγ for some γ), which is itself a high probability event.
Proof of Claim B.1. Fix p′ ∈ (p, 1). By the Chernoff bound, there exists an
integer n1 such that for all n ≥ n1, with probability at least 1−exp(−nH(p′|p)),
the number of queues that see arrivals in timeslot T is no more than np′.
Adding dummy packets if necessary, we ensure that the number of queues
seeing arrivals is exactly np′. Let x of the queues already at length m have
packet arrivals. Thus, the queue-length profile after arrivals is
Queue-length Number of queues
m+ 1 x
m α− x+ np′ − x
m− 1 n− α− (np′ − x)
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Following an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3.8, it follows
that there exists θ1 > 0 and an integer n2 such that if n ≥ n2, then with
probability at least 1− e−nθ1 , at the end of x+nδ(2
q
−1) rounds of service, the
queue-length profile is the following (or, can be obtained by adding packets):
Queue-length Number of queues
m α + np′ − x
m− 1 n− α− (np′ − x)
Thus, again by an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3.8, there
exists θ2 > 0 and an integer n3 such that if n ≥ n3, then with probability
at least 1 − e−nθ2 , after a further np′ − x + nδ(2
q
− 1) rounds of service, the
queue-length profile is the following (or, can be obtained by adding dummy
packets):
Queue-length Number of queues
m α
m− 1 n− α
At this stage, we have n(1−p′−2δ(2
q
−1)) servers left for allocation. Therefore,
by an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 3.8, there exists θ3 > 0
and an integer n4 such that if n ≥ n4, then with probability at least 1−e−nθ3 , at
least nq(1−p′−2δ(2
q
−1))/2 = nǫ of the longest queues are served (unless α <
nǫ, in which case all the α of the longest queues are served). Thus, by the union
bound, the probability that we have (or can obtain by adding dummy packets)
the desired queue-length profile is at least 1−(e−nH(p′|p)+e−nθ1 +e−nθ2 +e−nθ3).





, θ1, θ2, θ3). Then, there exists an integer n5 such that
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for all n ≥ n5, we have
1 − (e−nH(p′|p) + e−nθ1 + e−nθ2 + e−nθ3) ≥ 1 − e−nθ.
Thus, n0 = max(n1, n2, n3, n4, n5) is a valid choice for n0, completing the
proof.
(Proof of Lemma 3.9)
WLG let t = 0, and let L(0) = m. By Lemma 3.6, we can add dummy
packets to any of the queues and get a dominant system for all future timeslots.
Hence, adding dummy packets if necessary, we consider a system where at the
beginning of the first timeslot, all the queues have a length = m. We make
no further references to the original queue-lengths and refer the queues and
the queue-lengths in the “new” system by Qi and Qi(t) respectively. Thus,
at the beginning of the first timeslot, the queue-length profile is as desired





timeslots and (by the union bound) with probability at least 1 − ke−nθ,
the maximum queue-length in the system is no more than m − 1. Since k is
independent of n and θ > 0, we can choose n large enough so that 1−ke−nθ >
1/2. This completes the proof.
B.11 Proof of Theorem 3.8
Consider the following implementation of the SSG rule: the system
maintains a vector of queue-lengths [Q1, Q2, . . . , Qn] and updates it as arrivals
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and service occur. It also maintains a vector that records the queue-index
that server Sk is allocated to, and updates it in every round. Updating the
queue-length vector after arrivals (Step 1 in the definition of SSG) involves n
additions and n2 initializations and can be implemented in O(n2) computa-
tions. In Step 2, any given round can be implemented in O(n) computations,
and therefore the entire Step 2 (n rounds) can be implemented in O(n2) com-
putations. Step 3 can be implemented with O(1) computations. Finally the
output can be reported in O(n) computations (memory reads), by keeping
track of the allocations in a server allocation vector. Hence, the overall com-
plexity is O(n2) computations per timeslot.
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Appendix C
Proofs for Chapter 4
C.1 Proof of Lemma 4.1
If λ :=
∑M
m=1mpm > K, then the mean number of packet arrivals to
the system in a given timeslot (= nλ) is more than the maximum number of
packets that can be served in that timeslot (= Kn), since one server can serve
at most K packets. Thus, under any algorithm, the system is unstable.
Consider the case λ < K. A server Sj can potentially serve a queue Qi
in timeslot t if Xij(t) > 0. Consider a scheduling rule that, in every timeslot,
allocates a server Sj uniformly at random to one of the queues that it can
potentially serve with a rate = K. Elementary calculations (Theorem 2.2)
show that the expected number of packets that can be served from any given





. Then, for all n ≥ n0, we have λ < K(1−(1−q)n), and every
queue (and thus, the system) is stable.
C.2 Proof of Theorem 4.1
Consider the following event which implies {Q1(0) > b} under any







consecutive timeslots before (and in-
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cluding) timeslot 0, there are M arrivals per timeslot to Q1, and all the chan-
nels connecting Q1 to the servers are OFF in each of these timeslots. The
probability of this event is pmM(q0)
nm, and the result follows.
C.3 Proof of Lemma 4.2
If pM > 1, then the mean number of packet arrivals to the system in
a given timeslot (= npM) is more than the maximum number of packets that
can be served in that timeslot (= n), since one server can serve at most 1
packet in a given timeslot. Thus, under any algorithm, the system is unstable.
Consider the case pM < 1. Let γ := min(α, 1 − β). Then regardless
of the value of Xij(t − 1), we have Xij(t) = 1 with probability at least γ. A
server Sj can potentially serve a queue Qi in timeslot t if Xij(t) > 0. Consider
a scheduling rule that, in every timeslot, allocates a server Sj uniformly at
random to one of the queues that it can potentially serve. Elementary cal-
culations (Theorem 2.2) show that the expected number of packets that can
be served from any given queue in a given timeslot is at least (1 − (1 − γ)n)
units. Define n0 = n0(p,M, α, β) :=
⌈
log(1 − pM)
log(1 − min(α, 1 − β))
⌉
. Then, for all
n ≥ n0, we have pM < (1− (1− γ)n), and every queue (and thus, the system)
is stable.
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C.4 Proof of Theorem 4.2
Consider the following event which implies {Q1(0) > b} under any







consecutive timeslots before (and in-
cluding) timeslot 0, there areM arrivals per timeslot toQ1, and all the channels
connecting Q1 to the servers are OFF in each of these timeslots. The proba-
bility of M arrivals per timeslot for m consecutive timeslots is pm. Regardless
of the channel realizations in the previous timeslot(s), any given channel is
OFF (i.e., in the state 0) in the current timeslot t with probability at least
min(β, 1 − α). Once the channel is in the OFF state, the probability of it
remaining OFF for the next m − 1 timeslots is (1 − α)m−1. Since there are
n i.i.d. channels connected to Q1, the probability that each one of them is
OFF in the m timeslots leading to and including the timeslot 0 is at least
(min(β, 1 − α) · (1 − α)m−1)n, and the result follows.












= δ > 0









implying that the long-term average number of timeslots for which we have
max1≤i≤nQi(t) = 0 is at least 1−e−nδ/2, or greater than 0.8 for n large enough.
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Suppose at the end of some timeslot T, we have max1≤i≤nQi(T ) = 0.
Fix ǫ > 0 such that
[p′0, p
′
1, . . . , p
′
M ] = [p0 +Mǫ, p1 − ǫ, p2 − ǫ, . . . , pM − ǫ]









Let nm denote the number of queues that receive m packets in timeslot T + 1.
By Sanov’s theorem ([7], Theorem 2.1.10), we know that there exists ζ > 0




≥ p′m ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}
)
≥ 1 − e−nζ .





to serve all packets from it. But if the algorithm tries to allocate this way,
then (even assuming that each of the servers has a channel with rate = K to


















Hence, if at the end of timeslot T we have max1≤i≤nQi(T ) = 0, then at the end
of timeslot T +1, with probability at least 1− e−nζ , we have max1≤i≤nQi(T +
1) ≥ 1 for some ζ > 0. It follows that the long-term fraction of timeslots for
which max1≤i≤nQi(t) = 0 is no more than
1







n large enough. This contradicts the earlier claim that the long-term fraction
of timeslots for which max1≤i≤nQi(t) = 0 is at least 0.8, completing the proof.
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C.6 Proof of Theorem 4.3
A stationary distribution of X⋆(t) is given by




We show that this is a stationary distribution of the Markov chain Y (t). By
the detailed flow-balance for the Markov chain X(t), for every non-negative

















In order that P(Y (t) = x) = P(X⋆(t) = x) =
∑
z∈Wx σ(z), it is necessary
and sufficient that the proposed stationary distribution satisfies the detailed
flow-balance equations for the Markov chain Y (t), is non-negative and adds to




















P(Y (t+ 1) = x | Y (t) = y).
We now verify that the proposed stationary distribution P(Y (t) = x) =
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P(X⋆(t) = x) =
∑









P(Y (t+ 1) = y | Y (t) = x)

















































P(Y (t+ 1) = x | Y (t) = y),
where the step (a) follows from Equation (C.6.1). Note also that
∑





z∈Wx σz = 1, since the sets Wx form a partition of the state-space
of the original Markov chain X(t). Hence, the proof is complete.
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C.7 Proof of Theorem 4.4
The proof proceeds by induction. Let the claim hold for some t =
k − 1 ≥ 0, i.e., Y (k − 1) ≤st W (k − 1). We have
Y (k) = Y (k − 1) + Zk−1(Y (k − 1)),
W (k) = W (k − 1) + Z̃k−1(W (k − 1)).
By a standard result in stochastic ordering, there exist random variables Ŷ (k−
1) and Ŵ (k − 1) such that
Ŷ (k − 1) d= Y (k − 1), Ŵ (k − 1) d= W (k − 1),
and Ŷ (k − 1) ≤ Ŵ (k − 1), a.s.
Define Ŷ (k) := Ŷ (k − 1) + Zk−1(Ŷ (k − 1)),
Ŵ (k) := Ŵ (k − 1) + Z̃k−1(Ŵ (k − 1)).
Now,
P(W (k) = j) =
∑
i
P(i+ Z̃k−1(i) = j)P(W (k − 1) = i),
and
P(Ŵ (k) = j) =
∑
i
P(i+ Z̃k−1(i) = j)P(Ŵ (k − 1) = i).
But P(Ŵ (k − 1) = i) = P(W (k − 1) = i), so Ŵ (k) d= W (k), and similarly
Ŷ (k)
d
= Y (k). By our assumption of Zk−1(·) and Z̃k−1(·), for all i, j, ℓ,
P(Ŵ (k) − i > ℓ | Ŵ (k − 1) = i, Ŷ (k − 1) = j)
≥ P(Ŷ (k) − j > ℓ | Ŵ (k − 1) = i, Ŷ (k − 1) = j),
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implying
P(Ŵ (k) > ℓ+ i | Ŵ (k − 1) = i, Ŷ (k − 1) = j)
≥ P(Ŷ (k) > ℓ+ i | Ŵ (k − 1) = i, Ŷ (k − 1) = j)
for all (i, j) such that i ≥ j. (Note that {Ŷ (k) > ℓ+ i} ⇒ {Ŷ (k) > ℓ+ j} for
i ≥ j.) Multiplying both sides by P(Ŵ (k− 1) = i, Ŷ (k− 1) = j) and summing
over all i, j such that i ≥ j, and noting that P(Ŵ (k − 1) ≥ Ŷ (k − 1)) = 1, we
get
P(Ŵ (k) > ℓ) ≥ P(Ŷ (k) > ℓ) ∀ℓ ∈ Z+, i.e., Ŷ (k) ≤st Ŵ (k).
Since Ŷ (k)
d
= Y (k) and Ŵ (k)
d
= W (k),
we get Y (k) ≤st W (k), completing the proof of stochastic dominance by in-
duction. Since the limiting distributions of Y (t) and W (t) are the stationary
distributions µY (·) and µW (·) respectively (the convergence to the stationary
distribution follows from [5], Chapter 4, Theorem 2.1), for random variables
Y,W which are distributed according to Y ∼ µY (·) and W ∼ µW (·), we have
Y ≤st W. Hence the proof of the theorem is complete.
C.8 Proof of Theorem 4.5
Consider the Lyapunov function Lyap(x) = x. For n large enough,





so the Lyapunov function has a negative drift outside the set {0}, and the
positive recurrence of the Markov chain W (n)(t) follows from Foster’s theorem.
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Further, the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic, so by Theorem 3.1
in [5], Chapter 3, the stationary distribution is unique.
We choose n large enough so that ηe−cn ≤ 1. Let πm = P(W (n)(0) = m)
be the stationary distribution of W (n)(t), where we drop the explicit depen-
dence on n for simplicity. We prove the following statement about πm by
induction: g(m) : πm ≤ π0e2ηm5Fme−cnm.
Base Case:
Clearly, g(0) is true, since π0 = π0.
Induction Step:
Let g(0), g(1), . . . , g(m − 1) be true, and we need to prove g(m). From the







































≤ 2ηF 2π0e−cnme2η(m−1)5F (m−1)
≤ π0e2ηm5Fme−cnm.
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Here, the step (a) follows from the induction hypothesis, and the last inequality
follows from the following two relations:
1. 2ηe2η(m−1) ≤ e2ηm, since 2η ≤ e2η for η > 0.
2. For x ≥ 0, we have x2 ≤ 5x, implying F 25F (m−1) ≤ 5Fm, which holds
since F is a positive integer.
Hence, by the principle of mathematical induction, the statement g(m) is true
for all integers m ≥ 0. It follows that for any integer s ≥ 0 and for n large
enough, we have








1 − e2η5F e−cn
≤ 2π0e2η(s+1)5F (s+1)e−cn(s+1),







W (n)(0) > s
)
≥ c(s+ 1),
and the proof is complete.
C.9 Proof of Lemma 4.4
Fix any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}. Let the set of servers connected to Qi be
S⋆ = {Si1, Si2, . . . , Sixm}, in the increasing order of server-indices.
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Case 1: The queue Qi is allocated x or more servers.
In this case, because each server drains K packets, we have Qi(t) ≤
(Li − xK)+, implying
Qi(t) ≤ (Li − xK)+ ≤ max
1≤j≤m
(Lj − xK)+,
and the claim holds.
Case 2: The queue Qi is allocated at most x− 1 servers.
In this case, by the pigeonhole principle, at least one of the queues
Qj 6= Qi is allocated x + 1 (or more) servers from the set S⋆. Consider the
round y of SSG when the (x + 1)th server from the set S⋆ is allocated to Qj.
Since the SSG rule allocates a server to a longest queue among the queues it
can serve, we have
Q
(y−1)
i (t) ≤ Q(y−1)j (t) ≤ (Lj − xK)+,
and the result follows since Qi(t) ≤ Q(y−1)i (t).
C.10 Proof of Lemma 4.5
Let ζ(t− 1) = c. By the choice of ǫ,
[p′0, p
′
1, . . . , p
′
M ] = [p0 −Mǫ, p1 + ǫ, p2 + ǫ, . . . , pM + ǫ]












is lower semicontinuous ([7], Chapter 2, Ex-
ercise 2.1.22), the infimum of g(z) (in the definition of τ) is achieved and is
strictly positive, since g([p0, p1, . . . , pM ]) = 0 and g(z) > 0 for all other values
of z, and
[p0, p1, . . . , pM ] /∈ M1(Σ) \ {[p0, p1, . . . , pM ] + Bǫ.}
After arrivals in timeslot t, let Fm be the set of queues whose length is







p′i ∀m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}
}
.
From Sanov’s theorem, we know that for n large enough, P(Ec) ≤ e−nτ(1−ρ)
for any fixed ρ > 0. We condition the rest of this proof on the event E.




























rounds of server allo-
cation under the SSG rule, with probability at least




there remain no queues of (updated) length c+m or more.





m denote the updated set Fm after i rounds of server allocation,
that is, the set of queues at length c + m or more, after i rounds of server
allocation. First we consider the case m = M.
Case 1: |FM | = |F(0)M | > nδ.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ m0 := |F(0)M | − nδ, consider the event
Wi = {Xri(t) < K ∀Qr ∈ F(i−1)M }.
By the independence of channel allocation decision and the channel realizations
for the higher-indexed servers,
P
(
Wi | W c1 ,W c2 , . . . ,W ci−1
)
= (1 − q)(|F(0)M |−i+1) ≤ (1 − q)nδ.
If the server Si is connected to any of the queues in the set F
(i−1)
M , then (be-
cause the set F
(i−1)
M is the set of the “current” longest queues) the server Si is
allocated to a queue in F
(i−1)
M , and the served queue is removed from the set
F
(i−1)
M to obtain the set F
(i)
M . Therefore, using the union bound, with probabil-
ity at least 1− (|F(0)M | −nδ)(1− q)nδ ≥ 1−n(1− q)nδ, at the end of |F
(0)
M | −nδ
rounds of service, we have |F(m0)M | ≤ nδ.
Consider the set of servers
S⋆ = {Sm0+1, Sm0+2, . . . , Sm0+2nδ/q}.
By the Chernoff bound, the probability that a given queue Qi ∈ F(m0)M is
connected
• with a channel of rate = K
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• to at least nδ of the servers in the set S⋆
is at least 1−e− 2nδq H(
q
2
|q). Therefore, by Lemma 4.4, at the end of 2nδ/q further




queue-length in the system is no more than c + m − 1, completing the proof
for this case by the union bound.
Case 2: |FM | = |F(0)M | ≤ nδ.
Following the analysis for case 1, it is clear that the claim holds in this case,
completing the proof of the claim for the case m = M.
The proof of the claim now follows by repeatedly applying the above
procedure to the cases m = M − 1,M − 2, ..., 1, 0, using the union bound, and
noting that if a queue Qi of length ℓ is served by a server Sj, then its length





ℓ−K−1, and so on.

















≤ (p′1 + p′2 + · · · p′K) + 2(p′K+1 + · · · + p′2K) + · · ·






















where the inequality (a) holds from Sanov’s theorem (event E as defined above)
with probability at least 1 − e−nτ(1−ρ), and the last inequality holds by the
choice of δ. Hence, by the union bound, we have (for n large enough)













C.11 Proof of Theorem 4.6
This proof proceeds in three steps, where we use Theorems 4.3, 4.4
and 4.5 to arrive at the desired conclusion.


















Our aim is to calculate an upper-bound on the RHS of the above inequality. To
this end, we know from Theorem 4.3 that P (max1≤i≤nQi(0) = k) is the same
as P(Y (t) = k), where the (one-dimensional) Markov chain has the following
transition probability structure:















Step 2: As a result of Lemma 4.6, we know that there exists a constant
integer k0 such that over k0 consecutive timeslots and for n large enough, the
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probability that the maximum queue-length in the system makes a transition
from a higher value k to a lower value j (provided k > 0) is at least 0.5.
Fix any constant ρ > 0. From Lemma 4.5, for n large enough, in a
given timeslot, the probability that the maximum queue-length increases is at
most














τ(1 − ρ), δ log 1










Fix any ǫ′ ∈ (0, c) and let c′ = c− ǫ′. For any given ǫ > 0 there exists n0 large
enough such that for all n ≥ n0, we have











Define Li(t) := Qi(k0t) and consider a Markov chain
L(t) = [L1(t), L2(t), . . . , Ln(t)].
The Markov chain L(t) is a time-sampled version of the Markov chain
[Q1(t), Q2(t), . . . , Qn(t)],
and the two Markov chains have the same stationary distribution. Let L⋆(t) =
max1≤i≤n Li(t). Define
p(k, j) := P(L⋆(t+ 1) = j | L⋆(t) = k).
Then for any integer t and for any integer k > 0, we have
∑k−1
j=0 p(k, j) ≥ 0.5.
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Further, the probability that over a period of k0 consecutive timeslots







by the union bound. More precisely, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k0, consider the
events Ei := {ζ(i) > ζ(i − 1)}. We know from Lemma 4.5 that regardless of
the queue-lengths at the beginning of timeslot i, and any other events in any












P (Ei | E1, E2, . . . , Ei−1) ≤ e−anc
′
,





ways to “choose” the candidate timeslots where the maximum queue-length
increases.
In a given timeslot, the length of any queue can increase by at most
M, so that for any timeslot t if ζ(t) = k, then ζ(t+ 1) = s where s ≤ k +M.










′ ≤ 2k0e−anc′ .
We now apply Theorem 4.4 with the random variables Zt(k) and Z̃t(k)
with the following distributions:
P(Zt(k) = j) = p(k, k + j), j ∈ Z,
for integers 1 ≤ a ≤ k0 :
P(Z̃t(k) = j) = 2
k0e−anc
′
, (a− 1)M + 1 ≤ j ≤ aM,
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and P(Z̃t(k) = −1) = 0.5.
By the foregoing analysis, we have Zt(i) ≤st Z̃t(j) for all i, j ∈ Z+ and all
t ∈ Z, implying L⋆(t) ≤st W (t). Further, the Markov chain W (t) has a station-
ary distribution for n large enough (follows from Theorem 4.5), and the Markov
chain L(t) has a stationary distribution by the stability of the Markov chain
Q(t) (follows from Theorem refthruputoptssg).BoththeMarkovchainsW(t)andL(t)areclearlyaperiodicandir
Hence, by Theorem 2.1, Chapter 4 in [5], the distributions of L⋆(t) and W (t)
converge to their respective stationary distributions, implying that the sta-
tionary distribution of L⋆(t) is stochastically dominated by the stationary dis-
tribution of W (t).



































τ(1 − ρ), δ log 1












and completing the proof since the last inequality holds for all ǫ′ ∈ (0, c) for
some c > 0, and for every constant ρ > 0.
C.12 Proof of Lemma 4.7
Fix any j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We prove that the contribution of the server
Sj to the weights of the schedules under the DMEQ rule and the MaxWeight
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rule cannot differ by more than nµ̂2. Once we prove this, the desired result
follows by taking a summation over j = 1 to n.
Case 1: If under the DMEQ rule Λ, the server Sj is allocated to Qbj , then the
effective length of Qbj is at least ℓcj − nµ̂, because if not, then we can allocate
Sj to Qcj (instead of Qbj), which evidently has higher effective queue-length,
and contradict the definition of the algorithm. (Informally, such an alternate
allocation would result in “swapping” the server from a shorter queue to a
longer (effective) queue.)
Thus, we have ℓbj ≥ ℓcj −nµ̂. Further, from the Step 2 in the definition
of the DMEQ rules (Definition 4.2), we have Xbjj ≥ Xcjj, implying
ℓbjXbjj(t) ≥ (ℓcj − nµ̂)Xcjj(t)
≥ ℓcjXcjj(t) − nµ̂2,
where the last inequality holds because Xij(t) ≤ µ̂ for all pairs (i, j) and all t.
Case 2: Consider the case when the DMEQ rule Λ does not allocate the
server Sj to any queue. This can only happen if ℓcj ≤ (n− 1)µ̂, and if all the
packets in the queue Qcj are served by the allocations under the rule Λ. For
if not, then the server Sj can be allocated to Qcj , leading to a reduction in
its (effective) queue-length and contradicting the definition of the algorithm.
But, the maximum “weight” that the server Sj can contribute to any schedule
is ℓcjXcjj(t), by definition of cj. Since ℓcj ≤ nµ̂ and Xcjj(t) ≤ µ̂, it follows
that the server Sj’s contribution to the weight of the MaxWeight schedule is
at most nµ̂2.
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Thus the contribution of server Sj to the weighs of the schedules under
the DMEQ rule and the MaxWeight rule cannot differ by more than nµ̂2, and
the proof is complete.
C.13 Proof of Lemma 4.8
Fix a node v ∈ V. The probability that v has no edges incident on it is
(1− q)n. Since this event implies that G has no r-fold perfect matching (w.r.t.
U), the lower bound follows. For the upper bound, let U =
⋃r
i=1 Ui, where
each Ui has exactly n nodes. Let Gi denote the bipartite graph obtained by
restricting G to the set of nodes Ui∪V. Since the sets Ui are disjoint, the exis-
tence of perfect matchings in the graphs Gi are mutually independent events.
By Lemma 2.1, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have P(Gi has no perfect matching) ≤
3n(1− q)n for n large enough. Further, if Mi is a perfect matching in Gi, then
⋃r
i=1 Mi is an r-fold perfect matching in G (w.r.t. U), and the upper bound is
implied by the union bound.
C.14 Proof of Lemma 4.9
Since the maximum possible channel rate is K, the DMEQ-rule Λ does
not (additionally) set any channel rateXij(t) to 0 in step 2 of the Definition 4.2,
if Xij(t) = K at the beginning of the timeslot.
By hypothesis, there exists an w-fold perfect matching in Gw. Allocat-
ing servers to the queues as dictated by the matching would result in each of
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the queues in the set Cw getting allocated w servers, returning its queue-length
to the value before arrivals in timeslot t or less, and the maximum effective
queue-length at the end of timeslot T is no more than ζ(t− 1). By definition,
the maximum effective queue-length under the DMEQ-rule Λ is no more than
any other allocation rule. It follows that ζ(T ) ≤ ζ(T − 1).
C.15 Proof of Lemma 4.10
By the choice of ǫ, we have
[p′0, p
′
1, . . . , p
′
M ] = [p0 −Mǫ, p1 + ǫ, p2 + ǫ, . . . , pM + ǫ]















is lower semicontinuous in z = [z0, z1, . . . , zM ] ([7], Chap-
ter 2, Exercise 2.1.22), we know that the infimum is achieved and is strictly







[p0, p1, . . . , pM ] /∈ M1(Σ) \ {[p0, p1, . . . , pM ] + Bǫ.}
Fix any ρ > 0. Let Qm denote the set of queues with exactly m arrivals.
We have for all 1 ≤ m ≤M, |Qm| ≤ np′m with probability at least 1−e−nτ(1−ρ).
Consider a partition of the set of servers S =
⋃M










p′m < 1 by the choice
of ǫ.
The bipartite graph defined by the set of nodes Qm∪Sm, where the edge
















m (Lemma 4.8). Hence the proof is complete using the result of Lemma 4.9
and the union bound.
C.16 Proof of Lemma 4.11
As mentioned, for ease of notation, we prove this claim only for the case
pM = p > 0 and p0 = 1− p, and further assume that M = rK and q0 = 1− q.
By Assumption 4.1, we have pM < K. This together with M = rK
implies p < 1/r. Fix a real number p′ ∈ (p, 1/r), say p′ = (p + 1/r)/2 for
concreteness. By the Chernoff bound, the probability that in a given timeslot,
more than np′ of the queues see a nonzero (i.e., M) number of arrivals is
at most e−nH(p
′|p). Over a constant k0 number of timeslots, the probability
that at least one of the timeslot has a nonzero number of arrivals to more
than np′ queues it at most k0e
−nH(p′|p), by the union bound. Hence, if k0 is a
constant independent of n, then the event of having at most np′ queues with
a nonzero number of arrivals in each of the k0 timeslots is a high probability






not being an integer, since they do not affect











event, provided n is large. We condition the rest of the proof on this high
probability event, and finally use the union bound to remove the conditioning.
(Note that conditioning on a high probability is, at least in spirit, as good as
no conditioning.)
Consider a fixed timeslot T ∈ {t+1, t+2, . . . , t+k0}. In the timeslot T,
the number of queues with a nonzero number of arrivals is at most np′ < n/r.
Let this set of queues be denoted by Q⋆. We know that |Q⋆| ≤ np′ < n/r.
Consider the set of servers S⋆ = {S1, S2, . . . , Srnp′}, and let E⋆ denote the set
of edges corresponding to the channels of rate = K between the queues in Q⋆
and the servers in S⋆. By Lemma 4.8, the probability that an r-fold perfect
matching w.r.t Q⋆ exists in the bipartite graph G⋆(Q⋆ ∪ S⋆,E⋆) is at least
1 − 3rnp′(1 − q)np′ . Note that allocating r servers to a queue with M = rK
arrivals restores the queue-length to its value before arrivals, since each server
drains K packets. Hence, if a candidate server allocation rule first makes
allocation decisions for the servers in S⋆ and then the rest (i.e., the servers in
S\S⋆), and allocates the servers in S⋆ according to the r-fold perfect matching,
then after the allocation of the servers in the set S⋆, we have:
1. All the queues are at an effective queue-length at most ζ(T − 1).
2. The number of servers left for allocation is |S \ S⋆| = n(1 − rp′).
Further, the channel realizations for any two disjoint sets of servers are
independent. It follows that it is possible to allocate the rest of the n(1 −
rp′) servers, one each to a queue with the maximum effective queue-length
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(after the first step of allocating the servers in S⋆), for n(1 − rp′) queues at
the maximum effective queue-length, which equals ζ(T − 1) or less. Using
Lemma 4.8, the probability of the existence of such an allocable matching is
at least 1−3n(1−rp′)(1−q)n(1−rp′). Hence, we get either of the following with
high probability:
1. ζ(T ) < ζ(T − 1).
2. ζ(T ) = ζ(T − 1), and ψ(T ) ≤ (ψ(T − 1) − n(1 − rp′))+.
Since in any given timeslot, the DMEQ algorithm must have a smaller
MEQ or a smaller number of queues at the MEQ as that of the candidate
algorithm presented above, these bounds hold for the DMEQ algorithm as
well.





timeslots, and with p′ = (p+ 1/r)/2, we have










rp′(1 − q)np′ + (1 − rp′)(1 − q)n(1−rp′)
)]
.
Since the RHS of the above inequality tends to zero as n tends to
infinity, it is less than 1/2 for n large enough. Hence, with the choice p′ =










such that for n
large enough,




which is the desired result.
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C.17 Proof of Lemma 4.12
The bipartite graph between the set of queues and the set of servers,
defined by the channel realizations with rate = K, exhibits a perfect match-
ing with probability at least 1 − 3n(1 − q)n for n large enough (follows from
Lemma 4.8). If such a matching exists, then it is possible to allocate one server
to each queue, and since the number of arrivals to a queue in a given timeslot
is less than the channel rate, the length of any queue does not increase in the
given timeslot. Since the DMEQ rule must result in a MEQ that is smaller
than or equal to the MEQ under any other scheduling rule, the result follows.
C.18 Proof of Theorem 4.12
Throughput-optimality: It can be shown (along the lines of the proofs
of Lemmas 4.7 and Lemma maxwtminusconstssg)thatunderthesamequeue −
lengths, channelrealizationsandarrivalsatthebeginningofatimeslot, theweightofthescheduleunder
optimalMaxWeightruleisatmostanadditiveconstantmorethanthatundertheDMEQandtheSSGr
Thus, the proof of throughput-optimality of the DMEQ and SSG algorithms
(under Assumption 3.1) follows the proofs of Theorems 4.8 and 3.5.


























Given a system with n queues and ξn servers, we add (ξ−1)n “dummy”
queues and analyze the symmetric system, for which the analysis so far (in
Sections 4.4 and 3.3) is valid. The transition probability bounds for the Markov
chain for the symmetric system (Theorem 4.9) clearly hold for a system with
more servers than queues, and so do the rate-function bounds. In other words,
the symmetric system with the “dummy” queues provides a lower bound on
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